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INTRODUCTION 
It has long been the hope of educators to adapt the level of 
instruction to meet individual differences. 
The Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks, and Spartans were all concerned 
with the problem. Each child was to receive the maximum instruction 
according to his ability. Until the udddle of the seventeenth century, 
education in the Western civilization was provided for only the elect. 
It was later that Americans realized that a nation's strength lay in 
an educated people. The predominant philosophy in the United States is 
to provide education for every child according to his ability. There 
will be a wide range in achievement within any classroom as chrono-
logical age is the only basis for admission to the public schools. No 
one best way has been discovered to meet this problem. Therefore this 
study is an attempt to evaluate the effect of providing for different 
progress rates and mutual aid in learning on success in primary grade 
arithmetic. 
-1-
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
1. The Curriculum in Primary Grade Arithmetic 
As a result of a strong feeling that traditional arithmetic 
programs were inadequate, educators have been undertaking, in the last 
half century, to find out what is wrong with the curriculum and class-
room practices in this subject. Attempts to develop a more effective 
program have led to a wide variation in the practices of schools re-
garding arithmetic instruction in the primary grades. 
1 . Postponement of instruction. Ragan poLnts out that there have 
been extreme proposals relative to the postponement of arithmetic in-
struction in our schools: 
Dissatisfaction with the traditional type of arithmetic 
program reached a climax during the 1920's and 1930's. Some 
educators proposed that arithmetic should not be taught at 
all in the elementary school; others suggested that it be 
postponed until the child reached seventh grade. 
Though it is true, as Ragan reports, that these more extreme 
proposals did not make much headway, the question of when systematic, 
formal instruction in arithmetic should begin is still open to active 
debate. In some schools systematic instruction is delayed until grade 
two or even grade three; in some schools it is begun in kindergarten. 
~illiam Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1960), p. 271. 
---=-=-====~===========================================-~~=·=-=-==-====~======= 
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Studies have been conducted relative to the arithmetic needs of 
young children and their ability to learn arithmetic in order to deter-
mine when an arithmetic program should begin. Many authorities empha-
1 
size the significance of the work of Brownell. Brownell examined data 
concerning the arithmetic knowledge of school entrants and found evi-
dence that young people need and can learn arithmetic in their earliest 
years. After analyzing about eighty investigations of the arithmetic 
knowledge of young children, he concluded that children already have 
much knowledge about numbers when entering school and he inferred that 
they can learn more. 
Koenker2 examined many investigations relative to arithmetic at 
the kindergarten and first grade level. The questions he sought to 
answer were: "(1) Are children ready for arithmetic? (2) Do children 
need arithmetic? (3) Do children like arithmetic? (4) Does arithmetic 
have social utility? (5) Can children learn arithmetic?" He states 
the answers he found to these questions succinctly: 
Beginning school children have a rich background in the 
social use of numbers, and they have a real need for arith-
metic in their out-of-school and in-school life.3 
children profit from a well-planned, systematic 
number-readiness program at the kindergarten and first grade 
levels.4 
lwilliam A. Brownell, Arithmetic in Grades I and II (Durham, 
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1941). 
2Robert H. Koenker, "Arithmetic Readiness for the Primary 
Grades," Conference onArithmetic, 1949 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1949), p. 27. 
3Ibid., p. 33. 4Ibid., p. 30. 
3 
Koenker's support of a "well-planned, systematic" program calls 
attention to the controversial issue of whether primary grade arithmetic 
should be taught as an incidental program or as a systematic, sequential 
program. 
1 Grossnickle and Brueckner attach much significance to the fact 
that most of the items on Brownell's list of arithmetic knowledge that 
is "q\lite well developed when children start school" are "related to 
some aspect of the number system, as such, rather than to some use in 
the activities of daily life." Hence their strong opposition to a 
program that merely uses arithmetic experiences as they happen, even at 
the earliest grade levels. 
Incidental-learning approach to arithmetic instruction. 
Advocates of the "incidental-learning" approach to arithmetic instruc-
tion hold that arithmetic can be taught most effectively if there is no 
planned program and arithmetic experiences are utilized as they happen 
in connection with other activities of the school. 2 Macomber selects 
the fourth and fifth grades as the time to start a special period for 
arithmetic instruction. He declares, 
The conviction is growing that the unit of work and other 
activities of the primary school afford ample opportunities 
for rich and varied experiencing of arithmetic and that no set 
period for instruction is necessary at this level. This is 
the time for problem solving rather than drill on processes 
and the child's day is filled with mathematical proble~ with-
out the necessity of dragging in artificial ones. 
1Foster E. Grossnickle and Leo J. Brueckner, Discovering Meanings 
in Arithmetic (Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1959), p. 47. 
2 Freeman Glenn Macomber, Principles of Teaching in the Elementary 
School (New York: American Book Company, 1954), p. 244. 
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As the child matures in his mathematical ability and as 
there develops a growing need for drill on the various proc-
esses, it becomes desirable to set aside certain times during 
the week for special instruction and study. The activities 
of the unit will be undesirably delayed if time has to be 
taken for drill on certain processes before one can construct 
a map to scale or make a graph showing the lumber production 
of the various sections of the country. It is doubtful, 
however, if there is any need for such a period before the 
fourth or fifth grade, although teacher and public sentiment 
in most coumunities probably make it necessary to begin such 
special instruction in the third grade. 
He registers a protest against the term "deferment" as applied 
to arithmetic instruction, claiming that what is actually happening is 
that "the primary years are becoming years of problem solving and of 
1 
experiencing mathematics in life situations.u 
The theory that the learning of arithmetic should be guided in-
formally through an activity program dutfng the first three grades is 
2 
also adhered to by Beck, Cook, and Kearney, who say, 
In recent years, formal atomistic methods of teaching 
arithmetic have given way to an approach that stresses mean-
ingful use through integration and experience. 
In the first three grades as much time can be devoted to 
teaching arithmetic in a meaningful, integrative way as was 
formerly used for memory work and formal drill. With the 
new method, however, the subject is taught informally as it 
is used. 
Other strong proponents gf the incidental method are Kingsley 
3 
and Garry, who conclude, "Perhaps it would be desirable to defer all 
formal instruction in arithmetic to the later grades and junior high 
1Macomber, op. cit., p. 243. 
2Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan C. Kearney, Curriculum 
in the Modern Elementary School (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953), 
p. 283. 
3Howard L. Kingsley and Ralph Garry, The Nature and Conditions of 
Learning (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), 
. 147. 
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school." In arriving at their conclusions, they rely heavily on the 
findings of Wilson (1926), which they summarize as follows: "There 
should be no formal number work in the first two grades and that the 
work of these grades should be devoted to experiences and activities 
which will develop number concepts." 
1 
In the studies referred to, Wilson had set out to determine 
the curricular implications of s~ientific studies in arithmetic. It 
should be carefully noted that in setting up his course of studies, he 
used not only the scientific data that were available but also "practi-
cal judgment," which, he admitted, "must be called upon to decide many 
questions." The summary of his primary grade program is as follows: 
"1. No formal drill in the first and second years. 2. A drive upon 
2 
addition and subtraction in the third year." 
3 
Lists of "Typical Life Situations for Different Grades" were 
proposed by Wilson, who indicated that the purpose of life situation 
work was the building up of clear concepts through first-hand contacts 
and guided experience. "There may be some drill in it, but it will be 
motivated. In this work drill is incidental and should not be lugged 
in." The following are excerpts from his listings of suggested "life 
situation" topics: 
Grade I 
Birthday calendar 
Games 
1Guy Mitcaell Wilson, What Arithmetic Shall We Teach? (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926), p. 129. 
3Ibid., p. 133 ff. 
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Grade II 
Buying groceries for mother 
Telling time 
Grade III 
Savings account 
Games with teams 
Turning our attention to Wilson's outlining of objectives and 
processes for emphasis in Grade III, it is surprising to find that he 
permitted a heavy burden for that grade. His goals for that grade level 
were very similar to those of today's widely used textbook programs in 
which the third grade program is expected to follow two years of sys-
tematic, sequential development of processes. The following goals were 
outlined for the third grade, the first year of formal work: 
Addition (primary and decade through 80) and subtraction 
(up to 9 from 18) mastered 
Multipl~cation to 5x5 {31 facts) as time permits 
Counting by 1, 2, 5 and 10 to 100 
Reading and writing numbers to 1000 
Fractions 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/4,·used and understood--
simple addition and subtraction objectively as time 
permitsl 
Many educators have articulated varying degrees of unfavorable 
comments on the incidental-learning approach to arithmetic instruction. 
2 Ragan states firmly that it has seldom produced desirable results in 
practice. He declares: 
The activity program provides too few occasions for 
learning arithmetic and these experiences do not come in 
logical sequence. There is no question that much is learned 
incidentally and that the activity program is valuable for 
motivating the learning of arithmetic. Most schools find, 
however, that if arithmetic is to be learned adequately, it 
must be taught systematically. 
~ilson, op. cit., p. 131. 
2Ragan, op. cit., p. 277. 
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1 Lee and Lee demand a balance between the planned programs, as 
represented by the textbooks in arithmetic, and experiences in utilizing 
numbers in classroom activities. They warn that, 
Were teachers to abandon the planned programs of numeri-
cal development and depend wholly on incidental experiences, 
the same chaotic condition would exist as exists in many 
social studies programs. 
A clarification of the difference between a desirable and an 
undesirable form of incidental program is also offered by the same 
2 
authors: 
The usual procedure now is to offer what is called inci-
dental number experiences. The best of these courses consist 
of a large number of possible opportunities which the teachers 
have compiled and made available to each other. Teachers 
carefully plan these experiences to yield understandings on 
the part of·the pupils 
At worst they consist of random experiences which the in-
dividual teacher happens to utilize at any given time. If 
the teacher is not unusually conscious of such opportunities, 
they pass neglected and the result is incidental experiences 
in the worst sense of the term. 
They further suggest that "actual experiences" in the use of 
3 
numbers be considered a most valuable supplement to a planned program: 
These [activities] supplement the carefully planned 
development which the modern text utilizes, both in growth 
in computational ability and in understanding quantitative 
relationships. 
In the Fiftieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Swenson presents a point of view similar to that of Lee 
and Lee. She uses the clear statements of Deans in rejecting an 
1J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1950), p. 463. 
2Ibid., p. 459. 3rbid., p. 464. 
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entirely incidental approach to arithmetic instruction in the primary 
1 grades: 
The argument of whether number work at the primary grade 
level should be planned or incidental is useless. Thoughtful 
consideration of numbers and the number system of the child, 
of the world in which he lives, and of the ways in which he 
learns, points to the conclusion that both are necessary and 
that neither alone is adequate. 
Swenson develops clearly the idea that arithmetic is a systematic 
area of knowledge which falls naturally into a pattern of sequential 
development. She points out the following basis for a sequential pre-
2 
sentation of topics in primary grade arithmetic, 
The logic of the subject i.s so much a part of arithmetic 
that effective arithmetic teaching must take into account 
how certain ideas and concepts graw out of and are built upon 
certain other ideas and concepts. 
3 
The meaning theory approach to arithmetic instruction. Ragan · 
reports that the "meaning theory" is now accepted by "virtually all the 
authorities in the field of arithmetic." As its title imp~ies, the 
emphasis in this approach is on understanding. He outlines the theory's 
basic elements as follows: 
This theory recognizes clearly both the computational 
and social aims of arithmetic; it holds that both aims can 
be accomplished only if children understand the meaning of 
what they learn; and it conceives of arithmetic as a closely 
knit system of understandable ideas, principles, and processes. 
It attempts to teach numbers as a system rather than as 
1Esther J. Swenson, "Arithmetic for Pre-School and Primary Grade 
Children," Fiftieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 69. 
2 Ibid. , p . 6 0. 
3 Ragan, op. cit., p. 277. 
9 
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isolated facts. It emphasizes concept-building through the 
use of concrete materials and the recognition of the rela-
tionships in arithmetic. 
Psychologists throw light on the question of how the retention 
of arithmetic facts and rules is affected by teaching numbers as a 
1 
system rather than by isolated rules and facts. McDonald describes 
the relationship between the meaningfulness of material and its poten-
tial for successful memorization. Experimental evidence shows that when 
a person meets a situation which is unfamiliar to him, he apparently 
strives to reorganize his impressions of the situation in terms of his 
previous experience, thus enabling him to interpret the new experience 
and at the same time probably increasing his retention of what is 
learned in the new experience. He develops this thought as follows: 
The hypothesis that individuals try to 'make sense' out 
of what they are experiencing would suggest a hypothesis 
that the introduction of an organizing principle into the 
study of new material would be likely to facilitate both 
learning and remembering the material. This hypothesis has 
been supported by a number of experimental studies. 
2 Katona showed a series of numbers to two separate groups. One 
group was encouraged to notice that a principle underlay the arrangement 
of the numbers; the other learned the series entirely by rote. Three 
weeks later, none of the group who learned by rote was able to reproduce 
the series accurately, but 23 per cent of those who learned the series 
in terms of an underlying principle were capable of accurate reproduc-
1Frederick J. MacDonald, Educational Psychology (San Francisco: 
Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1959), pp. 191-192. 
2George Katona, Organizing and Memorizing (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1940). 
10 
tion. It would seem that if a teacher organizes material in terms of 
generalizations or principles, students are likely to retain this 
material long~r. 
The foregoing discussion helps explain the inadequacy of the 
1 
drill method of teaching arithmetic, which Ragan designates as "the 
oldest and most widely used." Under the drill method, according to 
2 
Grossnickle and Brueckner, 
Little was done to develop an understanding of the number 
operations or show how they were applied to daily life. 
Learning was regarded as a more or less mechanical process, 
and repetitive drill was the chief means used to insure 
mastery of the essential tools. 
Gradation of processes in prif!rY grade arithmetic. In most 
schools the subject matter in arithmetic is determined by the textbooks. 
Textbook authors have at their disposal the results of hordes of studies 
concerning what quantitative expressions children meet with in real 
life; what facts and processes they use; and what situations requiring 
mastery of numbers they are likely to meet. Findings are also available 
relative to whether or not topics and processes are being introduced at 
an age level when the average child has the experience required or the 
mental age suitable for handling them effectively. As for the excep-
3 
tional child, Morton, author of the Silver Burdett series, speaks for 
many colleagues when he says, "The intellectually more mature pupils may 
1 Ragan, op. cit., p. 276. 
2Grossnickle and Brueckner, op. cit., p. 2. 
3Robert Lee Morton, Teaching Children Arithmetic (Morristown, 
New Jersey: Silver Burdett Company, 1953), p. 124. 
11 
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well be encouraged to take • excursions in the field of numbers if 
they are interested in doing so." 
2. Methods of Grouping for Instruction 
1 Washbur~ suggests: 
The school program must be adjusted to each child's 
maturity, recognizing a range in regard to any one aspect 
of school work, of at least four years in any one class-
room. This adjustment must be made insofar as we expect 
mastery from each child. 
A number of plans have been evolved to care for individual dif-
ferences in school learning. Some.methods have been primitive, some 
mere half-way measures, some the result of scientific research and long 
preparation. 
The St. Louis Plan--Holding pupils of ability in a given 
grade a year and asking inferior students to repeat a year's 
work are features of the 'lock-step' in education. In 1871-
1872 the St. Louis Plan divided the school year into quarters 
of ten weeks each, making possible promotion of a given stu-
dent four t~mes within the period of forty weeks, while his 
less successful school mates need not repeat more than one 
such quarter of work unless horribly misplaced and inferior. 
An ungraded system may or may not be used with this Double 
Tillage Plan, as it is sometimes called, but short intervals 
of promotion from eight to twelve weeks in length have been 
used in parts of New England, Iowa and Illinois. The system 
of mid-year promotions in many schools is an attempt to 
economize similarly the time spent by any pupil in a given 
grade.2 
The North Denver Plan used a short and varying interval in the 
first four grades and a semester plan in the upper grades as a grading 
1carleton Washburne, "Adjusting the Program to the Child," 
Educational Leadership (December, 1953), 11:3:137. 
2clay Daggett and Florence A. Petersen, "A Survey of Popular Plan 
for Instruction," Educational Administration and Supervision (1932), 
18:515. 
12 
mechanism. The plan was not an ability grouping method except the more 
able advanced at promotion intervals. They recited with the inferior 
and low average of the next higher group. All students were held to the 
minimum requirements, although the brighter students might leave the 
group to do supplementary work. In this way the student mastered a 
broader curriculum than the average pupil. 
Van Sickle, an early worker in the North Denver Plan, later worked 
out a system of curricula extension in the seventh and eighth grades. 
This was known as the Baltimore Plan. Four preparatory class centers 
were set up for the superior pupils, who carried three advanced subjects 
which were credited toward high school graduation. In this plan only 
five years were required for the two upper grades and the high school, 
a saving of one year. Another similar method was the Cambridge Plan, 
which enabled pupils to complete a number of grades in fewer years than 
usually allotted. This was based upon classification of pupils and 
arranging the course of study so that the most able might complete the 
last six years of the elementary grades in four. Semiannual promotions, 
occasional individual promotions, special teachers to aid the bright and 
the dull, all were features of this system. The Elizabeth Plan made 
less use of the track idea of ability groups and placed greater emphasis 
on the individual. Homogeneous grouping was the basic plan of this 
method. The Batavia Plan was founded by accident in 1898 and had for 
its objectives making individual teaching a part of the regular work, 
the development plan of individual instruction, and the improvement of 
individual work through the fulfillment of these aims. 
-·===========i==============================================~====== 
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Four plans, the Pueblo, the San Francisco State Normal School, 
the Dalton Laboratory, and the Winnetka Plan are the best known. 
3. The Pueblo Plan 
This was initiated by Preston W. Search when he was faced with 
the problem of a rapidly expanding school population. 
Chi~dren were coming to his system with varied backgrounds, so it 
was natural that the "lock-step" method be replaced by an individualized 
program. 
1 
Dean describes this situation in the following way: 
The children had been educated under various systems, 
various courses of study, and teachers of varying degrees 
of preparation. Many had been interrupted several times 
in their progress by the movement of the families from 
place to place. 
The objectives set up by this plan were: (1) to individualize 
advancement; (2) to abolish home study through the class laboratory 
study plan; (3) to provide for mastery of the essential through the 
individualized study plan rather than the covering of a specified amount 
of work; (4) to save time for the pupils by abolishing repetition and 
retardation; (5) to give greater freedom in the classroom both as to 
teacher contact and to the use of materials; and (6) to offer direction 
according to the nature of the assignment. 
1Ray B. Dean, "Individualized Instruction in the Elementary and 
Secondary Schools of the United States, 1888-1940" (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo Alto, 
California, 1943), p. 2. 
14 
1 Search, when explaining his plan, said: 
In this school there was unlimited opportunity for individual 
advancement. There were no time requirements; the pupil could 
complete the high school course in his own time. He could take 
the usual numbe~ of studies, or more, or less, and if necessary, 
only one. There was no advance assignment of lessons; but the 
work accomplished was far greater than that ordinarily done. 
The teacher was the child's helper, and the discoveries of the 
pupils added much to the happiness of the teachers. The school 
was a miniature community, self-governing, self-reliant, and 
happy, because its individual members were also self-governing, 
self-reliant, and happy. 
2 
He further added: 
The Pueblo Plan of Individual Instruction was largely a 
tutoring plan, with each teacher asking individual assignments 
and helping each pupil individually. There was no 'system' 
composed of individual instruction materials, assignments, 
booklets, self-corrective exercises, and unit tests. 
The plan was simply for each teacher to assist each of her 
pupils to progress through his studies as thoroughly, as 
rapidly, as healthfully, and as happily as possible. The in-
dividual needs of each pupil were considered paramount to uni-
formity in school or class organizations. Teachers were to 
extend hope and encouragement to all pupils in need of it. 
3 Washburne stated that Search was ahead of his time. 11 •• his 
was probably the first completely individualized public school system. 
It was individual progress without any special technique." 
This plan is important because it blazed a path in education. 
Burk was indebted to it, and most of the newer plans in use are 
based upon individual differences as this system was. MOre def-
inite techniques are now used than Search displayed. The Pueblo 
~lan, like the first automobile, worked i~erfectly and gave 
impetus to something better in the future. 
1Preston W. Search, __ An Ideal School, or Looking Forward (New 
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1901), p. 251. 
2rbid., pp. 39-40. 
3washburne, op. cit., pp. 138-147. 
4naggett and Petersen, op. cit., pp. 512-513. 
15 
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4. The San Francisco Plan 
Through the leadership of Dr. Burk, the faculty of the training 
school department of the San Francisco State Teachers College arranged 
all classes from the kindergarten through the eighth grade so that 
every child would have the opportunity to advance in each area of school 
work as rapidly as his ability would permit. The paramount part of this 
individual progress was made possible through self-instructing bulletins 
for the students. 
The booklets were designed with the following standards in mind: 
(1) They would serve as a text which made possible individual progress. 
{2) The language was simple and clear enough to be understood by the 
slowest pupils without tea~her assistance. (3) Abstract explanations 
and rules and definitions to be learn~d were eliminated. (4) New mate-
rial was presented through carefully graded steps of activity on the 
part of the pupil. (5) One difficulty was introduced at a time. (6) 
Sufficient drill materials enabled even the slowest pupils to master the 
facts presented. (7) Drill material was provided with needs of indi-
vidual pupils in mind. (8) Systematic diagnostic reviews were included 
for each unit taught. (9) Answers to all exercises were provided so 
that pupils might correct their own work. 
5. The Dalton Laboratory Plan 
The influence of Dr. Burk and Madame Montessori is evident in 
the principles and methods of the Dalton Plan, which was widespread. 
It had its start in 1920 in Dalton, Massachusetts and by 1924 it had been 
16 
accepted by a dozen countries. ... 
The objectives included experiencing freedom, practicing com-
munity living through cooperation, and budgeting time. 
The design gave pupils a great deal of freedom and perhaps this 
is the reason that it was seldom used below the third grade. 
6. The Winnetka Plan 
The Winnetka Plan did not originate in Winnetka, but was developed 
at San Francisco State Teachers College in 1912-1913. It was not until 
Washburne became superintendent of schools at Winnetka in 1919 that his 
principles and philosophy of individualized instruction were introduced. 
Washburne had been an instructor at San Francisco under the guidance of 
Frederic R. Burk and Mary Ward. While there, he learned the details 
and organization of individualized technique. 
The objectives of the Winnetka Plan (1) divided the essentials 
of the fundamental subjects in terms of units; (2) encouraged instruc-
tion and correction through the use of practice materials; (3) diagnosed 
pupil's activity; (4) promoted by subjects with groupings of the pupils 
on a social and an age basis, rather than on an intellectual or achieve-
ment basis; and {5) provided much group and creative activity daily. 
A child was usually promoted on a subject basis, but he was 
grouped with others on a social and an age basis. A pupil might have 
to repeat a unit but not a grade. 
17 
7. Team Learning 
Team learning is the cooperative effort of the learners. As 
1 
Wrightstone says, "Thinking may be carried on by an individual alone, 
but in the classrooms and in the community effective solutions to prob-
lems usually represent group thinking." 
2 Koos commented on team work as follows: 
The use of pupil assistants in instructing other pupils is 
a desirable method of raising achievement levels. However, 
such activities should be organized only where both pupil 
assisted and pupil assisting will receive comparable benefit. 
h . f 3 1 In t e op1nion o Dewey, team earning should be encouraged. 
She writes: 
The group is allowed to talk, help each other, exchange 
books and papers; in fact, they should be encouraged to work 
together. As they work, they make notes on questions they 
cannot answer among themselves, or on any point where the 
teacher's advice is needed. 
It is erroneous to believe that the teacher-dominated method of 
4 
learning saves time. Clapper, et a1. state: 
Team work lends itself well to use in reading work and 
to many other areas in the elementary curriculum. Paired 
practice work provides additional time that is necessary if 
1 J. Wayne Wrightstone, Appraisal of Newer Elementary School Prac-
tices (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1938), p. 142. 
2 Leonard Koos, "Individualization Within the Teaching Group," 
School Review (April, 1933), 41:4:245. 
3Evelyn Dewey, Dalton Laboratory Plan (New York: E. P. Dutton and 
Company, 1922), p. 14. 
4Harriet Clapper, et al., "The Effectiveness of Paired Learning 
on a Reading Program in Grades II and III" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, 1958). 
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the teacher is to provide for all the individual needs within 
her classroom. 
The social learning situation created by team learning appears 
to be satisfactory. 1 Jones concluded: 
Study guides were looked on with favor by both teachers 
and children. Pupils delighted in the experiences in paired 
practice, and teachers unanimously reported satisfaction in 
the use of this multiple-recitation technique. 
2 Chase commented on study guides in the following way: 
Study Guides used with pupil teams take advantage of many 
of the preferences of pupils, yet provide constantly develop-
ing disciplines. They allow pupils to work together, which 
is preferred to working alone. 
3 Durrell is of the opinion that: 
There are a great many situations when interest is 
heightened, comprehension is increased, and general achieve-
ment improved through pupils working in pairs or in teams of 
three. There is seldom any type of learning which is not 
enhanced by children working in pairs. 
He further states that "while the child must have practice in 
independent work, there are few objectives of learning in the elementary 
4 
school which are not better attained through group and team work." 
1Annie Lee Jones, "Graded Study Guides for Sixth Grade Social 
Studies" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 
1958). 
lw. Linwood Chase, "Individual Differences in Classroom Learning,' 
Social Studies in the Elementary School, Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: Universit 
of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 180. 
3Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York: 
World Book Company, 1956), p. 129. 
4 
.Th.!s!·' p. 130. 
1 
When reporting on the results at Dedham, McHugh stated, "When 
children were allowed to advance at their own pace in the arithmetic 
program, wider variations in pupil progress were noted as the study con-
tinued." 
2 
According to Manning's results in Dedham, I.Q. is a factor in 
satisfactory gains: 
For pupils with I.Q.'s of 120 and above, significant im-
provement was found in science and literature in grade six; 
there was a loss in social studies achievement in grade five; 
other changes were minor. 
Among pupils with I.Q. 1 s of 95 to ll9, statistically sig-
nificant gains were made in social studies, literature, and 
science in grade five; in social studies and science in grade 
six. 
Children with I.Q.'s below 95 showed no changes in achieve-
ment in grade five; the grade six pupils, however, made statis-
tically significant gains in social studies and science. 
The research indicates that there are different ways to meet the 
individual differences in achievement in primary arithmetic as well as 
differences in the place of arithmetic in the curriculum. This study 
is an attempt to add further information concerning the effect of team 
learning on achievement in third grade arithmetic. 
~alter J. McHugh, "Team Learning in Skills Subjects in Inter-
mediate Grades," Journal of Education (December, 1959), 142:31. 
2John C. Manning, "Differentiating Instruction in the Content 
Subjects in the Intermediate Grades," Journal of Education (December, 
1959), 142:65. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In order to conduct this study it was necessary to: 
1. Develop needed materials, including job sheets, adjustments 
for answer books, and check tests. 
2. Secure a population. 
3. Devise a plan for grouping. 
4. Measure the effectiveness of the program through standard-
ized achievement tests. 
5. Determine the types of mutual aid utilized by children. 
Development of MaterialB 
JOB SHEETS 
Job sheets were built to accompany the two arithmetic series in 
use in the two communities. The New Discovering Numbers, with a com-
1 panion workbook, Arithmetic Practice 3, was used in one community, and 
2 
Making Sure of Arithmetic,3 was used in the other classroom. 
The form of the job sheets was similar for both series. The 
pages to be covered in the text, or text and workbook; the manner in 
which the exercises were to be completed; the dates of starting and 
1Leo J. Brueckner, Elda Merton, and Foster E. Grossnickle, The New 
Discovering Numbers (Philadelphia: The John C. Winston Co., 1956). 
2Robert Lee Morton, Merle Gray, Elizabeth Springstun, and William 
L. Schaaf, Making Sure of Arithmetic, 3 (New York: Silver, Burdett Co., 
1955). 
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correcting each assignment; and the name of the partner were included 
on each job sheet. 
A code was developed to denote the method to be applied to each 
assignment. This code served as a heading for all job sheets throughout 
the program: 
Code: W-A 
R-T 
R-T-A 
Work alone on a set of answers, but get any 
help you need from your partner. 
Read and talk over the page. Say any answers 
"out loud" but d.o not write them. 
Read, talk over, and answer the problems. 
One set of written answers is needed. You 
and your partner decide on the best answer 
and how to get it. One partner writes. 
"Work alone" directions were given for practice in computation, 
presented after meaning had been established for the processes. The 
amount of drill material provided by the textbooks was cut considerably 
wherever the teacher felt it was excessive for the average student. A 
typical exclusion was made on page 55, section II, in Arithmetic Prac-
tice 3, where review in mixed addition and subtraction seemed to dupli-
cate other review practice in the textbook and workbook. The omission 
of one half of the computation work on page 72 of Making Sure of Arith-
metic, 3 also represents a kind of reduction that was frequently used. 
The examples, as presented by the textbook, were as follows: 
A B c D E F G H 
1. 1 6 4 3 6 1 4 7 
2 1 2 1 2 4 3 1 
2 1 
__£ 5 1 2 1 2 
2. 7 10 8 10 9 10 8 10 
.:l .::.2. -4 -4 -2 -8 -1 -1 
Columns A through D were considered sufficient; columns E through 
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H were omitted. 
In isolated cases, procedures were skipped because they were un-
suitable to job sheet use. An illustration of an exclusion made on this 
basis is the measurement exercise, nHow to Make a Christmas Card," 
page 121 of Discovering Numbers, designed for a correlation of arith-
metic with art work. 
"Read and talk over" directions were provided for the textbooks' 
introductory passages and any sections where the answers were part of 
the books' explanation. The following excerpt from page 67 of Making 
Sure of Arith!etic, 3, an introduction to place value with three-place 
numbers, is representative of passages for which R-T directions were 
given: 
Look at the chart at the right. 
In 297 there are 2 hundreds, 9 tens, 
and 7 ones. Tell what 125 means. 
The zeros in 200 show there are 
no ones in ones' place and no tens in 
tens' place in this number. The zeros 
also show that the 2 means two hundreds. 
The zero in 305 shows that there 
are no tens in tens' place. It shows 
that the 3 means three hundreds and the 
5 means five ones. 
<LI 
0 
ell 
....... 
p. <LI <LI 
0 0 
ell ell 
til .............. 
"0 p. p. 
<LI 
1-1 
"0 til til 
s:: s:: <LI 
:::1 <LIs:: 
..c:: .1-J 0 
2 9 7 
2 0 0 
3 0 5 
4 5 0 
One of the selections in which the answer is given as part of 
the textbook's explanation is found on page 122 of Discovering Numbers: 
ADDING A COLUMN OF ONE-PLACE NUMBERS 
Donn and Jim are playing a game. Each boy 
takes 3 turns. They add the number of pins they 
knock down each time they get their score. This 
is how Jim found his score. 
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6 
17 
Begin adding at the top. 
7 
Step 1: see -t4 Think eleven. 
Step 2: Think eleven and see 6. 
11 
Think: +6 
17 
"Read, talk over, and answer" directions were supplied for the 
problem-solving procedures. Page 73 in the Silver, Burdett book typi-
fies sections of work to be discussed and solved with a mutually agreed-
upon answer, written by one of the partners: 
1. At the circus, 1 seal was climbing on a box, 
1 seal was beating a drum, and 3 were playing 
with balls. How many seals were there in all? 
2. The black dog weighs 8 pounds, and the white 
one weighs 7 pounds. How much less does the 
white dog weigh than the black one? 
3. Three penguins were rolling balls and 7 were 
marching around the ring. How many penguins 
were there altogether? 
4. Nine men and 3 women were riding horses. 
How many fewer women than men were riding? 
5. Billy 1 s mother wants to give popcorn to 
8 boys. She has 3 bags of popcorn. How 
many more bags does she need to give one 
to each boy? 
It was considered wise not to reduce the number of written prob-
lems but to use all those presented by the textbook program, as team 
learning is particularly valuable in the problem-solving area. 
The length of the material covered by each sheet approximated 
one week 1 s work, as suggested by the length of the third grade arith-
metic program. Twelve job sheets were constructed for the Winston 
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Series, and ten for the Silver Burdett. The following job sheets are 
representative af those used. They include page references to illus-
trative quotations already used in this chapter. 
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Name 
-----------------------------------------------
Arithmetic Job Sheet 
Pages 118-127 (for THE NEW DISCOVERING NUMBERS) 
Code: W-A Work alone on a set of answers, but get any help you 
need from your partner. 
Date 
Started 
R-T Read and talk over the page. Say any answers "out loud" 
but do not write them. 
R-T-A Read, talk over, and answer the problems. One set of 
written answers is needed. You and your partner decide 
on the best answer and how to get it. One partner writes. 
Date Name of Job 
Corrected Partner 
Text., p. 119 (and picture on p. 118) R-T-A 
Wkbk.' p. 55 I. R-T-A 
p. 55 II. Skip 
Text., p. 120 R-T 
Text., p. 121 R-T-A (Have your teacher check 
the lines you draw on the chalkboard.) 
Skip: "How to Make a Christmas Card." 
Wkbk., p. 56 R-T-A 
Text., p. 122 R-T 
Text., p. 123 R-T "Set 1." and "Set 2." 
Ski_ll_ columns at bottom of _pag_e. 
Wkbk., p. 57 I. W-A 
p. 57 II. R-T-A 
Text., p. 124 R-T. Skip disks and practice 
cards. Say answers "out loud." 
Text., p. 125 R-T. Skip disks and practice 
cards. Say answers "out loud." 
Wkbk., p. 58 I. W-A 
p. 58 II. R-T-A 
Text., p. 126 R-T. Skip disks and practice 
cards. Say answers "out loud." 
Text., p. 127 R-T. Skip disks and practice 
cards. Say answers "out loud." 
Wkbk., p. 59 W-A 1. through 5. 
p. 59 R-T-A 6. through 8. 
ALONE CHECK TEST FOR PAGES 118-127 
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Name 
MAKING SURE OF ARITHMETIC, pages 61-76 
Code: W-A Work alone on a set of answers, but get any help you 
need from your partner. 
R-T Read and talk over the page. Say the answers aloud 
but do not write them. 
R-T-A Read 2 talk over 2 and answer the problems. Decide on 
one answer for both partners. Compare your answers. 
Check all answers with the answer book. 
Date Date Name of Job Started Corrected Partner 
Page 61--R-T whole page. 
Page 62--R-T whole page. 
Page 63--R-T whole page. 
Page 64--R-T whole page. 
("', Page 65- ... R-T whole page. 
Page 67--R-T whole page. 
Page 68--W-A 1 (a-d) R-T 5. 
Pages 69-70--R-T-A both pages. 
Page 71--R-T-A whole page. 
Page 72--read all explanations. W-A 1 (A-D) 
2 (A-D) 
Page 73--R-T-A 1-5. W-A 6 (A-J) 
Page 74--R-T whole page. 
Page 75--W-A 1-4. 
Page 76--R-T-A 5-8. W-A 9-10 
ALONE CHECK TEST FOR PAGES 61-76. 
~ 
ANSWER MATERIALS 
An adequate number of answer books were available to the chil-
dren for all the teaching material. The answer booklets of the Silver 
Burdett Series required supplementary annotating in some instances. 
R-T-A work on page 70 of Making Sure of Arithmetic, 3 provides an 
appropriate illustration of a section for which no provision was made 
in the answer book since the page had been designed for teacher 
direction. 
3. Mary cut her cherry pie into halves. 
How many pieces did she have? What was 
each piece called? 
4. Then Mary cut each piece again. She was 
careful to make the pieces the same size. 
How many pieces did she have then? 
5. When a pie is cut into four equal pieces, 
what is each piece called? 
6. How many halves are there in a whole pie? 
in a whole apple? 
7. How many halves are there in any whole 
thing? 
8. How many fourths are there in a whole pie? 
in a whole apple? 
9. How many fourths are there in any whole 
thing? how many quarters? 
The supplementary answer key conformed to the format of the 
existing answer booklet and was attached to suitable pages. A section 
from the appended answer list is: 
Page 70 
1· 2 pieces/ one half 
2_. 1 fourth 
~. 4 pieces 
~. 2 halves/ 2 halves 
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l· 2 halves ~. 4 fourths/ 4 fourths 
~· 4 fourths/ 4 quarters 
In both classroom8 correcting equipment was located at a central 
utility table, to be used there by the students when needed. 
CHECK TESTS 
Check tests were constructed to accompany all job sheets, pro-
viding an evaluation after each block of work. All job sheets and 
check tests used during the study appear in the appendix. 
Earlier learnings, as well as new processes and topics, were 
incorporated into all tests. The check test built to accompany pages 
107-117 of The New Discovering Numbers tested the following new work in 
computation, problem solving, and numerical concepts: 
Column addition 
Reading the calendar 
Roman numerals to XII 
It examined achievement in the following earlier learnings which 
were practiced or received further development in pages 105-117: 
Two-place addition and subtraction 
Subtraction facts with minuends of 11 or less 
Addition facts with Sllm8 of 11 or less 
Fractional parts 
Also tested were the following earlier learnings not specifically 
covered or reviewed in the pages: 
Telling time 
Place value 
The check test follows: 
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Name 
CHECK TEST -- pages 105-117 (for The New Discovering Numbers 
1. 68 82 6 118 7 21 85 70 84 59 
.::M! +21 +50 -86 .±§1 -11 +81 -20 -14 -6 
2. 1 4 2 1 8 1 0 6 5 3 
8 3 2 5 1 4 0 0 2 5 
~ _it _]_ _it _! 2 _j! 2 4 2 
3. 3 10 9 5 9 3 11 11 1 0 
+7 -8 -8 +5 +2 +8 =2 -6 +9 +7 
1. Look at the calendar on the bulletin board. On what dates in 
November does Thursday fall this year? 
2. Eleven apples were on the tree. Three fell to the ground. 
How many were still on the tree? 
3. Fill in one half (1/2) of this with pencil lines. 
4. Fill in one quarter (1/4) of this with pencil lines. 
5. Make a clock face that shows 8:20. 
6. Write Roman numerals for 6 , 9 , 4 , 3 
------- ----- ------- ------
7. Look at these numbers: 503 604 200 590 320 101 
Write here the numbers that have zero in the ten's place: 
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Movable furniture made it possible to adjust the seating arrange-
ment to assure that each child worked independently on his tests. 
While 100 per cent scores were not required before permitting 
work on the next job sheet, a high degree of mastery was demanded. All 
textbooks contained generous "additional practice" sections; these sec-
tions could be assigned as supplementary work for those whose test 
results showed inadequate preparation or some specific confusion. 
Description of Population 
This study was conducted in two semi-rural communities in eastern 
Massachusetts with populations of 3,000 and 16,000, respectively. The 
total participating population included fifty-eight children in two 
third grade classrooms, twenty-nine in each. 
The classes were grouped homogeneously and were comprised of 
children of average and above-average general achievement. Results of 
standardized tests as well as teacher judgment provided the bases for 
division of students. 
Table I shows the distribution of chronological ages in months 
for the total population. 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
Interval Frequency 
119 - 121 1 
116 - 118 1 
113 - 115 1 
110- 112 2 
107 - 109 14 
104 - 106 11 
101 - 103 21 
98 - 100 _]_ 
Total 58 
Mean 104.73 
S.D. 4.32 
The ages ranged from 98 to 119 months, with a mean of 104.73 
and a standard deviation of 4.32. 
Table II shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for 
the total population. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF I-..Q. SCORES 
Interval Frequency 
127 - 129 1 
124 - 126 1 
121 - 123 2 
118 - 120 4 
115~ 117 7 
112 - 114 8 
109 - 111 8 
106 - 108 12 
103 - 105 7 
100 - 102 6 
97 - 99 2 
Total 58 
Mean 110.06 
S.D. 6. 72 
The intelligence quotients range from 97 to 129, with a mean of 
110.06 and a standard deviation of 6.72. 
Table III shows the distribution of grade level scores on general 
achievement tests administered in May, 1960. Information was available 
for fifty-four of the fifty-eight children included in this study. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE LEVEL SCORES 
Interval 
4.8 - 5.0 
4.5 - 4.7 
4.2 - 4.4 
3.9 - 4.1 
3.6 - 3.8 
3.3 - 3.5 
3.0 - 3.2 
2.7 - 2.9 
Total 
Mean 3.98 
S.D. .51 
Frequency 
1 
6 
8 
13 
7 
14 
4 
1 
54 
The scores on the achievement test batteries in May, 1960 ranged 
from grade 2.8 to grade 4.8, with a mean of 3.98 and a standard devia-
tion of .51. 
Organization 
Children were grouped in pairs of like ability. Teacher judg-
ment and results of an achievement test administered at the outset of 
the study determined the selection of groups. Absences and changing 
rates of progress made it necessary to have pairs flexible. 
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After discussion and investigation of local and state curriculum 
practices, a time allotment of thirty-five minutes a day, five days a 
week, was agreed upon. Work began December 1, 1960 and continued to 
March 1, 1961. 
Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Program 
Two forms of the Elementary Arithmetic Test of the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests, A and B, p~lished by World Book Company, 1959 
edition, were used to determine the amount of growth in arithmetic. 
The tests have high reliability and did not conflict with the existing 
testing programs in the two communities. Both forms contained forty-
seven computation items measuring skill in the four fundamental proc-
esses, and thirty-five items of problem solving and concepts measuring 
ability to solve verbal problems and understandings of aspects of our 
number systems. 
A time allotment of fifty-six minutes was specified. 
Form A was administered on November 30, 1960, preceding the 
period of the planned program, and Form B, at the close of the program, 
March 1, 1961. All tests were administered and scored by the writers. 
Types of Mutual Aid Utilized by Children 
Means were devised for gathering data regarding the types of 
requests for aid and the types of consultations that prevail among chil-
dren working in teams. 
Initially, the investigation consisted of the teachers' informal 
observations and listening during the arithmetic period. Anecdotal 
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records, such as the following, were made of the children's conversa-
tions: 
D. L. 's Record 
Told H. T. what he's supposed to do on the job sheet. 
Told H. T. what he's supposed to do in the textbook 
and he did what I told him to do. 
H. T. explained money to me. 
H. T. explained what that problem was all about. 
H. T. and I helped each other remember what you do 
about borrowing. 
Asked H. T. about coins and dollars. 
A copy of the anecdotal records made during this study appears 
in the appendix. 
In both classrooms, teachers permitted students to go to the 
chalkboard to aid in their explanations to each other or to use manipu-
lative and concrete demonstration materials. These explanation sessions 
were particularly helpful for the recording of kinds of confusions for 
which children sought aid from each other. 
The second step was the listing of the students by pairs and a 
systematic questioning relative to help received or given. An effort 
was made to reach each child about twice a week, but responses were not 
forced. 
As the program progressed, the types of aid requested, as evi-
denced by the anecdotal records, were classified. It was possible to 
append a check list to the job sheets so that each child could indicate 
whenever he gave aid. The form of the appended list follows: 
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Write a check mark (v) each time you tell your partner: 
"This is what the book means." 
"That word means this." 
"Go ahead; you're right." 
"This is what tha job sheet means." 
"This is the way to do it." 
The data were analyzed and the results are presented in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discoyer: 
1. Gains in achievement in computation and problem solving for 
the total population 
2. Analysis of types of aid given and asked for during team 
work. 
Table IV shows the distribution of computation scores on the 
Metropolitan Elementary Arithmetic Test, Forms A and B, for the total 
population at the beginning and close of the study, respectively. 
TABLE IV 
COMPUTATION SCORES FOR FORMS A AND B 
Interval Frequency Frequency 
FormA Form B 
31 - 33 0 1 
28 - 30 1 3 
25 - 27 1 13 
22 - 24 1 13 
19 - 21 9 13 
16 - 18 8 8 
13 - 15 15 4 
10 - 12 21 3 
7 - 9 2 0 
Total 58 58 
The range of the computation scores on Form A was from 9 to 30. 
The range of the computation scores on Form B was from 11 to 33. 
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Table V is a comparison of the mean scores on computation tests, 
Forms A and B . 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN COMPUTATION 
Form No. Mean S.D. S.E.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
A 58 14.67 4.32 .567 
6.95 .84 8.27 
B 58 21.62 4.77 .626 
The mean score on FormA was 14.67 compared with 21.62 for Form 
B. The critical ratio of 8.27 indicates that the gain was statistically 
significant. 
The difference of 6.95 is equivalent to a five-month gain. 
Table VI shows the distribution of problem-solving scores on the 
Metropolitan Elementary Arithmetic Test, Forms A and B, for the total 
population. 
TABLE VI 
PROBLEM-SOLVING SCORES FOR FORMS A AND B 
Interval Frequency Frequency 
Forpl A Form B 
29 
- 31 1 1 
26 - 28 0 2 
23 - 25 2 6 
20 - 22 1 9 
17 - 19 5 15 
14 - 16 9 11 
11 - 13 13 9 
8 - 10 15 5 
5 - 7 12 0 
Total 58 58 
--======~=============================================~========= 
The range of the problem-solving scores on Form A was from 5 to 
29. The range of the problem-solving scores on Form B was from 8 to 31. 
Table VII is a comparison of the mean scores on problem-solving 
tests, Forms A and B. 
Form No. 
A 
B 
58 
58 
Mean 
11.84 
17.34 
TABLE VII 
MEAN SCORES IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
5.10 
1.60 
.669 
.210 
3.50 
C.R. 
.70 5.00 
Table VII indicates that on the final test the group showed a 
mean gain of 3.50 when compared with the initial test. The critical 
ratio of 5.00 indicates that this gain is statistically significant. 
The difference of 3.50 is equivalent to a five-month gain. 
Table VIII shows the types of assistance given and asked for by 
the children while working in teams. The anecdotal records are avail· 
able in the appendix. 
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TABLE VIII 
TYPES OF MUTUAL AID UTILIZED BY CHILDREN 
Areas of Assistance 
1* Understanding the job sheet's directions 
2. Understanding the textbook's directions 
3. Word recognition or meaning 
4. Giving reassurance 
5. Urging better work habits 
6. Reminding of earlier learnings 
7. Selecting processes used in solving problems 
8. Determining form in which to set up computations 
for written problems 
9. Measuring clock 
10. Measuring calendar 
11. Measuring linear 
12. Measuring liquid 
13. Measuring weight 
14. Understanding place value 
15. Checking number facts 
16. Carrying in addition 
17. Borrowing in subtraction 
18. Working with zeros in subtraction 
19. Understanding money values 
20. Understanding fractions 
Total 
Number of 
Occurrences 
Recorded 
20 
16 
3 
10 
6 
6 
28 
4 
12 
2 
7 
3 
1 
6 
3 
19 
20 
12 
15 
14 
207 
The areas most often causing confusion were understanding direc-
tiona, borrowing in subtraction, and selecting processes to be used in 
\ 
solving problems. These occurred 20, 20, and 28 times, respectively. 
Those causing the least difficulty were measuring weight and calendar 
concepts, occurring 1 and 2 times, respectively. 
A copy of the anecdotal records made during this study appears 
in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
team learning in third grade arithmetic and to record the types of 
mutual aid sought and offered by the children. 
Fifty-eight children in two classrooms, working in teams of two, 
used self-directing and self-correcting job sheets for a three-month 
period. Check tests were used following the completion of job sheets. 
Preceding and following the period of the study, standardized tests were 
administered and the results analyzed. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The method appeared to be effective. 
a. Statistically significant gains were made in both computa-
tion and problem solving. 
b. The gain on the computation score, 6.95, was equivalent to 
five months in a three-month period. 
c. The gain on the problem-solving score, 3.50, again was 
equivalent to five months in a three-month period. 
2. Children are willing to seek aid and to give aid. 
a. Aid in understanding directions of the job sheet or the 
textbook, combined, was sought 36 times and needs were 
satisfied by pupil assistance. 
b. Assistance with selecting processes used to solve problems 
was reported 28 times, occurring more frequently than any 
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other type of aid. 
c. Fewest requests for aid were reported for calendar concepts 
and weight measurement. 
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APPENDIX A 
Job Sheets and Check Tests Built to Accompany 
The New Discovering Numbers 
and Its Companion Workbook, Arithmetic Practice 3 
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- ~~--.. --til_-·---· ~r:oe~tt •• ', ~.1~0 ~:d. -1 •• 1 ·---;:; 3 4 
.. ~ p. 111 :lO!ti811i~Ul:JOr'H a ., .:..;;•: •; • 
--4-::-::-:-----:=-:-::::-·--:--;--·------ _____ ., ··--·-" 
-- - ---- ---r- 1 ~n~b'k.. , p. -so :~-A 
~ j__ I - -------
11
1 ikblt., o.
5 
5-
1
1 r. <~-~: .. ----·---
p. II. 1-~·-1~ 
---- . J ------:;--;-:----50 -.,--;----- ·---~.:- :- "' .. ' p. ( ... ,,-~ 
--i- ---r·e"'t., p. l14"TS:;I:,-il·. :.:2 ~-Il3) h-~---A--:-.,... 
_l ___ --~- "7.'oxt 0 -~ 115 i ··A. ~0 n,. , .... ox~·.r:mleZ'O"nly .., kJ.p 
' ~b~ n ~ ~-~ ~nri ~P~ 
: C: (, ''P ""• 
I -1--------~::!kbi~o ~ P~ 5:5 \'l-A ·--.- --------·----·----· 
-- ---~----- -r-- . --- 1.'C7t., p. llb".:f-T ( :.1~I 9--J.lTI-----·-·----· 
----·r- ·- · --~- - -- --r::ok .. , p. 54-~·J-J .. -· l:-t-::1-~ou3l1 J.r;:- ----·-l I p. 54 ::1-T-1.. 17. tht'OU~~h 20. 
---·-T------i~~;~~---~~~ ;c:- FO:l :t·t-'}.;~_105-117 ----
-------·- ·-·----------
,:-J... ---·-~lo:·:-;: r.loncl 0:1 a £81. of one'. o~·o, bl.Jv ;Pt <.!1y '1olp ycu 
nc~d fro~~rou :_)nrtnor. 
1l<" -- ... 1e£"d end vall': ..:>vor tho ~ElS('• s:.y ·m~· an·twar~ ''cut 
IO"Ud"lmt oo 1ot writc'thorn. 
---nom1. t<.Jll~ ovor ~ cmd anst;er tho nrobler.Ja D Cno 
'SOt-of 1·r~l t, ton answor2 is nGec1ocJ: You and your 
partner QOCldo Oil the host :::lrH.nHli1 :;nd ho\-: to :_:ei:, 
it. Ono partner writeao 
Job 
p. 119 (and ~JlC turc on lJ-. -lfiTr ;1=T,.,A 
p. 55 I .. --Il-'l';.:-1-- . 
p. 55 II. Sk:l.p 
120 T--·-- TaX~, p. 
-·---'--1 Toxt., p. 121 ll--T~A (lfrtvo yot.:r t€•C..C~10:':' chock 
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I the l!nos you d:t"'u•-t on the chalkboar·cl.) nk~ ..... ''rio·· to ·•.,•Pc ..., ('!--..,...-\ ... tr·,.,., "':qra· •: t.:J :Lt·'• f ~ 1·.,~ l.4 ...,ll&.! -'-) lU~I:; \.}C. 0 
! 
~~---~ --· -~- l ,·n~ bk. , 
-~ L~=~~--~,~ ~~--~!:. ...... ·~:. ~-·_:.~ .· ,· ·-p-.--=l-,::11221t-T 
p. 56 H-T-A 
·""_,~:. p. 12;5 H-'1' "sst--f: ... nmf ''uot 27 Sl~:ip 
columna &t botton of Jasc~ 
---l--=-~----1 rlk~~. ' ~--:_,~,.,.+~~~i-.-;.,../~-\.:~'.-'l:--·-t-..---------------
• :re;~t •• ;:>. 124 l~-1' nk:l.p dieks o.nd ;~rv.ct~co 
j curds. Say onsworo ~out loud~. 
~·---·----------, Text. • p. 125 .1-T Zk1p dis~~s and :)!'&_c_t_i-co--
1 cnrds. S&y anf:!,lOrB 'tout loud ''o 
,- ';/i,bk., 
____,___T_ p. 5u I . ';1-1~ p. 58 II. :t-T··~ 
'I'oxt., ;;. 126 rl-T ~~~1) d1r-l>:s <::.nd practice 
cr.rde. Oar ans,..rors '1 out loud". 
--~------~~~----~~-=-=~~~~~---~----~~---Toxt., p. 127 R- T Okip aiska and prnct1ce 
card a. Sny nnswo rc ·•out loud,,. 
l'lkbk. , p. 59 i/-A 1. througt.. > 
Po 59 R-T-A 6.throush 8. 
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' .1..' 
• J. 
.. u,.tr··o, 
.. ~ Ci . 
c 1 
+. ,., .. . - \ 
.1. 
r.o 
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c• 
• c.~ e 
_..__._"'""'~--... - ... ,,_ ... __ ......__~ .. --~-----,.,..,..---,-----~--....... --•-•-• __ ,., ,. a••-•" ------~ 
-------------·---------·----
· ""' .. '· • ,l""', .., Joo :lhaot 
,,~ 6~ "· U·l:i9 o1: i'.l; !\ J 'Tf.:C ., .. ~ .. ': ... 1 • r ·~1, ~J 
-11. --,lor::·- ~ lon c:.·:~ ,. ~o t of nns~;--but. -:s~t :;.n)' fio-lp :rou 
";)o~'"or--your p .rtnor or othnrs ·;ho c·.::.n holi.)~ 
.{· c .... A -<1a"'c'l~~·~t.!:_J.i~ 0'1 0].1 c;'l:j anS\-113.£ the ;r-oblome. Ono eut of 
writton nn~wors la noodGa. You ond your ?Brtnor 
docido on tho beatt.aaHer and how tc :;at 1t. Ono 
p:;.r-tnrn" \tt'i ton. 
"C':-~,)-11)"' ta-----u~ ::;oar 
,':, ~ rtod lcorrcctnd ?~rt:~n;;.;o~-------------J-o ....~--------
·--------------------···---
Text . , p. 148 W-A ~ t b., c.~ only 
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---... ---- ~;k1p d !...t--2..!..L..f" ---------
---------~----1 Taxt., p. 149, 150,_151 n-T 
':ikbk 1 , p. 66 II. '11-A 
- . -------------
o • 15., .2=-.:.:il:...-~T:....--..::;A.:;..._ _ +-...;:...o;--.:;;~~--==-l~-:-~-=1 -
_ _l ----1-----
____ , ____ _ 
68 R-T-t~ _;.:.::._.:..:_-=-:;:;_-. _________________ _ 
p. 153 :1-1'.-/h .ProbltHriS 1., 2 •, nne 3 • 
Skie tho rest q!'_th£...J2~~? __ • ______ _ 
_ : -----+----· Jik~~ · p. 6$L'd·_..A:.:....--------
j j '!'ext., p, 154 ~-1-A. la.., 2~1. q "ja., 4a q 5a -r 
6~!_, __ I c!.!_ { ~Is~ o there ~-
-·-·, -- --1,· · ----[~t .~-~~5 ';:-A. 1~.; 2i:~ .• ~. 3v. •• !~u., sa ., 
6a. ~ 7et. ~~k1f2 othors.) __ 1-
---·-·--- ----- ----r---~--
• IWkbk. , p. 70 I. d-A -~ __ ·- _._ __ J _____ L. __ E.! ... _70 II. n-T-h. ·-·------··-------· __ _ 
I 1 '.i.'e:..:t.. n. 156 R-T~A --------· ____ _ 
- ---·,-----,--·---·---j 
+-- lflkbl::: ... o. 71 ·.1-A -------·----------~ - -T;::~-:-;-~~1 ~~~- -----------------~---·---~-------. ---- -i- ---
.! _ . ._.!.z~~t t • _ D.• 1~~7.. 159 ~- ~L~~~'C.~~:_'3£:'3J'I_:_:~_Q~ t J~Q~d •< • ) 
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Cede; 
P~ '30 r; 16C· 173 of lli!;;.. _:.,-:.LJ.L:JUi..C.D ~~.lL1 i.HJ; ;··, ;, u~ 
,..,oc;i: nl.;:,uo on e sot cf ~lWH0PI:ll'J lmt .'33t a~1y help you 
necif"i:roiJ" y-our ;;m i:•i,ne ~"' Or otllGl"'O \o1h0 G~n. bvJ.p, 
r. ... T ~-- .. :leud un<l tt~J.l;. over the pa:;c.. D$.~r nny nns ... mra 11 out 
~Cf" but ao not write t::oc:J. 
:1-T-;\. ft • .,..f1o:.l.d. t r;. :;.J~ over; nnd ansWJR tho pl'oblomn. Onel sot of 
~rt"ten2""Tl.swero is m1odcd o You und ~,rou:::- :_;nl'tnm:· 
<.'l.ocj.de Oi.1 the boet ~lnS\'.TOr end hmr to 3c; ~t. Cne 
purtnsr wrlteso 
"T ..... t;--=-p.,t.o ~ l'Jamo o~--
tnr•·'~d r: :-rructod Fn:\'\:.ner; ______ Job ____ . 
·---1--· --~·l--;:-t-.-,-2-.-1-60 and i?2 161:_ r\-'1'-1; 
··--·----~----· ·---··-----~ T~ntt •. _P. 162 Bkip 
-r·--·- I ·--- Toxt •• p. 163·.;._;n:;;.;;.;;n...;.;d...>.;....D_·_l_6_4_ r~--·r {Look R t -:~::-
book while workln:~ on these ;Jar~os .j__ 
-- . I . l-=f,'l'ext. , --
---r---l _ 2• 16s gk1p --··-· 
-· I __ ·,lkbk. , ?· 7.? !1-·r-~ ··---·----
11 lToxt., p. 166 H-T 1. and 2. 51-::ip 3., 
?o 166 W-A 5 (l_~n~v .. e __ rs_ on~):,_~o_ldod onper) 
-----~~ ~----1---- •r .. ·x·~·~. p. ~ -
"' ~., 167 R-7 J. .. and 2. f.Jki;~ 4. <md 5o 
-r--·--''0~· _1;:;:;..;:..6...:..7 .. !.1-A 6 .• _l.A9m:o!:£ .. £I!lY ,__ foJ:.ded_~p0r) ~--"--·---·--··-r----lrT~~,t., (>. 168 a-T 1.~ 2.7 j., ~k~p A. ~nd 5. 
P. 168 ·.-1-l. 6. ( A._n_s_V;•rn·s on).y .. f'olded_pnpar) 
-·-l·- --l------,';/kbk., p. 7i~ ~·;-;~ -....r. -
-- ----, -1-··--r~e~ ... ·p . 169 n-r 
---·-·-------r-· ----~---"···--------
. -·--lL_ r· . ,!~xt., p •. 170 o.nc1 tn2._Qf_j)_._l'(1_ __ ~l-! .. ____ _ 
I 'l'ext. o. 171 ·,;-;. ''Us~n?; tho !Ielns" fAnawers only) 
- ----~---~----l~:~~: E• 172 H-·r-J.. -- 1 
-·--r l lT~xt.- -~. 113 skip 
---~---·l -·,~~~ p.75 l. a ... T ... A I I . ~). 75 I I. '{/-A 
---- 1-------r---
---·-.;...! ___ ~LOG r::!heck Teo t F01 !'i~l}.~S l60···17..L_ _________ _ 
liC"'"''"' 1 --·---
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Text., Po 181 R-T- A '* !Jorne P.rohloma" All p:rohlu11e. 
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Cede;; .f-A. ~····<!orl:. alon~ on a se t of UllP~•ora, t~~t ~et >...1y h.lp you 
neod :f.'r'O'-i j'OlH' ;>Ul"i:.nor. 
t"? .-. -~~\...,.''~"1 "'UA tnl'• O"•er '·he n.nr•n '1n,;r $-;\-11y n,.n .. ,· .-,~0 ~OU~· lOUCi"JU •"" .I. •~..-- V<".4·,! 0.< U , .... A 11 IJ 1.1< ~' ' o ..- iJ ~ - •.,; _~· -
but c1o not rn:"'~thcm. 
R-'J.'..,.;;. ~-I.l~0q,_ tnli~!J §tn9.. rna~·/2.2 tho p:~ob:'..omo. one sat of 
written answora 1a noodod. You und you~ partner d~cide 
on t.h;;: boat :::newer o.nd hm; to .::::: '~ it. Cne )artnor ·. ri tee. 
Du to I D~-ft ... -. --THo.;;je of~ 
~t.f:l"';:.od i vO"?'t"GCtOd! Partns:: Job 
·-------.. ·----
I ----~·-·-.::...~-...;;-"-4-m - ... -----
·r----L-~ __ 
1 
m_.~oo:t"'.·', p. 194 iT-A Rows 2~-l ..... ! .. L_1.!..%._::md_.2 ____ _ 
1 ' h p. 195 and p. 196 H-T 'fot.J of po.~;o 
• ~- 1 _____ _ ·,/~·;'.. __ now 1. (1f not a}~red) 
'dkbk., p. 86 and 87 I. 'fl-A 
II. il-T-A 
- - I I Text. , -~;7 R-T--,-~_..;;;;.;:;;.( Slc 1 E- '•1: t '~--Pr£~ t l co·~~-· __ 
~~ I To x t • , p o 19 8 11:__;-T;:;...__ _ 
I rsxt., p. 199 ;1-A Su~s nnd rtElr:~a1ndors ---+------r--- a. , b._~,--~ !.L.-2nll _____ _ -+~------~~~~~~~k.,--p-.--8-8--I-.-.-1---~~~ 
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---. -
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1j -- I I Toxt. • p. 200 ~l-T-A ;J ord )roblE:liilS ~'/-A 'ltLot'D ~'.eel Co1Ui.ma'1 I --+-~---:l_.-l..;.;.l-~b~l~;:..;;....-,~-_-0,._,~. _8.:..8;........;I~I;;...:.;.._,;;.P..;._~-T ~ i\ ---·---- ·-- -----
89 
'ilkbl~ . ~ p. 90 nnd 91 I • J-i' ... 
----=~:, .. ·-·-·- .-Jr_ _ Lr. .. ~bl~., 2· 
I!. it~T.-./1 
------· r------r-----------'-- ·--.. -- ··-----· -------·----~·------:-l _____ k~xt., ?• 201, 20~ 1 and 203 mq.12.__ _____ _ 
----:-------:~- J~roxt. , p. 204 :1-T-A. 
--r-
1 
___ .;..:1~:.;..;-'o:;..;;t~t-=-=-. L.' _n~ • .::..• -=-2.::;.o.::::.5__;;;~.;;;;k;::;:1~p;._ ___ _ 
I 
-----;-------1 ALOlE 
p. 92 i·i-A rJut1ber probloraa 
Il·T-A '.1ord orobl~r.le 011 !';.G-:s l94~C:-:5:.:=-..;_;.;:.;.;;;..... ________ _ 
drit19 n chock r;1cr!;: ./ oach time you toll :tour pa!'tner: 
w'l'hls ic: t{h<1 t tha booli :;Jeansi'~ 
~~ont,:;-1·. -;--JO~<~t ,....0· "'no t'·l~ n ~~ 
.L 1 tCl " ' J. 1•J t;• 1 ... 7 ! .1...:.; • T'-·- ::.---- --=--·--- ----·-- ·----~ D.h ond; you ro ri;;;ht." ____ 1;r----------------
·'1'h1s is i·;ha.t the .lob Eheot ne::ms. ____ _ 
•l7fflj.Sis th~Y.- to <'l..Q....lt..;...;;..•_~r __ . __ _ 
r 
:J 0 
o .. 
• :1newer thf3 : :-ob ... o·;. en . t 0! 
nord cidJ 
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needed. Yo~ ·nd your~~­
on Jho boJt anstor one how to s tit One j r•t n r • r- , '3 
..~ .,e --r-rJa~f[' ----------------- --------
, ~ctetl Partner _________ J_o_b____ -------- ___ _ 
Toxtlt, p. 206, 207, 208 rr~T (Uso ou ; ~nt 
thernorueter to help you ·llndor;3 tan• .• ) 
+----------+---------~r---------------------1 I d1tbt. • ? • 93 ~ ... T-!,. 
,
1 
- ---r-
1
'I'cxt., p. 209 :1-T L ~nr'l 2. (~l;:l) .;o) I 'fi-A -'+~ (i' .. nsv•.:>:-s on:}~ .. 'o1 d ~ ~"'~ 
I 1
1 
I'NJ;t_L_:_ r;. 210 R··T 1., 2., 3 _ ~ G ~ e < "1k ... : 
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--- r--
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· Ar·ith"iJ~'lt'lc Job Sl-Jeet ----- · 
,:ascs 214-225 or IB ·: ;:r:;.1_Q.lSC: 1v :.u~u :.tn:l :.w 
Code: .~-·A -=·,,/l,r:\. c:::.'.Gi10 on a set of ~ns\.Jo:::·c~ but .~et, ::ny ~:slt ... you 
·~1ocd froo-your part.ner. · 
:\-T ...... ~nona and t<t.~k ovor tho tJUS3. So.y nny .:-.n:-3Hors 11 out 
lou~!'·'· 'but.cio not wri tD thew o 
Job 
·-----·---- --·----· 
- --·--------
I 
97 R-T-A 
----------~-----------~------~l~t., v· i I 
___ __! ____ ·~--- ! Toxt., ...E_._~;t7 Dk1E 
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.... _11_______ I ilkbk .. , p. 98 I. ~-A -~· _ 1 D. 98 II. R-T~~--
____ _1 ---1 __ l:re_xt.:. o. 218 H-T .... A 
I I 
', ~~~· oxtj. • p. 219 n-·.r :::ia t 1 
o. 212 \'1-J~ Sot _g __ ./•1Lro·trsu_£_., b. ~-c .. ~ only 
------ ·-·--·--~-. -- l1:cx~ ... D. 2~.?0 and top f>_f _ _p_._ 221 :}.::T __ _ 
~--------·:----~- --
~----·-- +-- !11cxt~ ·J. 221 W·A ~Koeo on tl~e Tr,.:ll~ 2-~ b., c.,only 
__ -~----'To:;~:~~ . 5_ p. 222 ond to:J of o .. 223 tt-T I !! r:oxt 223 ·,·1 -f:· 1 n ' ~ ·-2 ----b-
. l T u.. n. . , . , • • .• • __ o. ~ c •. __ anc_., ___ • ~'-.. _._,_ ,,_!.. .. _c __ •__ 
___ -_-r------·-·- ~ 1-.-/kbJ.:~-:: 99. I. ~·I··~ an;_rl!___2~_._ ~~-·r-A -- -"' 
.. , - l -r;:::. p. 224 E-nd p. 225 R-L_ ---------
----~----r-~·---~~.1;~<.: p. 100 I. ;;.A 
I o. 100 II. l1-T..,A 
~---- I ALO~fG ICII:CK ·r· :8T-FO~l PAG~S 2ii}~225 
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:~na 
·~nd 
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") I • 
. 
"' ... ~· 
:...r.._.~.~ l~~v o r•. o n£__0 2!:..::.. r. "''l. ). ·o · J.( •• r 
G"t of Hritton at·~r~lorc .lfl !.1G8.,'JC . •u 
your )CLrt n<D !" d€i c ~-'J o or. t'"~': b.• s t, : '1mn:). 
hm; to .:et .!.t. On'! )1~rtnor' H .. --!1.t,~ 
-·-· ------------
1 o , 3 ~ , 5 • , .;. nd 7 o 
fhh"? o.l1 oth.;Jr"J on ths 
______ P~ 2~"-----··---------· 
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/J 
i .)H, ... "'~ t, in Lo 
~~hle yo~n. .. ~· 
,, t 
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.. 
rJ 
56 
~ ... :i ) A. (I ; OV' .. ; \ ~ r t t;!.:n_;r ~s 
--·---·--------~ - ,_...........,.. 
. ) 
-0 
. n . 
•'-' 
,... . t' 
' 
... !:; h 
. 
1 r. . 
., t. ' .• 
·., i 
.. 
n r 
. 
• h 
\ :.-> 1.. r-1.: 
n 
. . 
r 
t0 
.. " 
5 
4 
_). 
.~ 
c. 
' 
--------~ -
~ } ) 
ci ·c 0 u~e P.Orr!C..'I"l 1 J 
' 
/~~ ( ) 
·~ ~I t~ 
m:r room., The l"'f, nre J.; I • • r" • 1 "' 
" .• o~a tllor? 
------
Ho•t~ ;-.r;";.dc ··~c . .:.t if · J • - 'O 
~uo or-ou-:.;~t r 
br~.nG? 
)_.,_c: £" Sh~ D. t"'~ 
- ;,roth{=tr r 
p . , . ... 
0"".-.. 
fee 
1i"1('l (i 
, " ,.,.G.'V 
,,; c s ".o _. 
" ... 
"' '-
':n e left? 
-:.m keep the cha.u;. t twa~ 1 ::'t 
Hod ~uch ~ld each boy hPv~? 
57 
.,.... 
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7 
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55 
:1Q 
1, '• fCl' 5¢. He •yi" ""· 
• t 
I 
"If' _L ..).. 1 or -z • I ' + 
, 
. 
., i.n ~. r'f~l1Ch f 1.. 
----- -
' .. 119 f ~mel th \; -
~ c 1 
~'7 
. 
-~ 
. " r.,. II> ' J 
1 '"' t.? _ _ _ ....... n r 
·.~~c "",.~, ,) c 
. ~ 
...L 
.) ro 
: 
Q 
each placo at t.h~ to',.,lo 1s to hv.vo 
. ~.:u:r 
., ~-: ) ) (II 
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_7. 
70 
t-28 
-
77 
i-U 
0~ 
tlv 
. - ·-
a 
+24 
-
77 
+U 
5? 
+2 
104 
81 
-~ 
120 
-8Q 
36 
-l§ 
6J 
... .:)6 
6 
3 
-2 
[• 
. ·-. 
87 
-22 
6 
5 
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4 
7 
_j 
70 
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; . Circlo tho right ansver: 
(r .) 2 d lmoD 0na 1 n1ckol moans 25¢ 
( ~1 . ) ::J quurto rss me=tno 30¢ 
(c .) 1 nickol and 3 ~onn1oa moans 13¢ 
15¢ 
75¢ 
8¢ 
a half' dolJ.ar 
a dollar 
n dirilo 
59 
2,. 'f:or.1 hnd 11ln~ psncil:J , 
to ho:vo a dozEr.: po::~:i.lH':' 
,.... ,. -- ,.. 
•• w.v v ln oraer 
-;$ o f~uaan had 41¢ in hor bank. She epant 22~ for o. gift. Hol'I much 
,..Jo<1:- y d :1<1 aho hdv\? loi"t? 
'-!· tr Cu1) TV ?rogr-ao ot[\l"'tcd at 9:15. It ndod at 9:~5 . Eo\·1 r.~any 
c : .. nuton dicl our prosx-c.m lnot? 
~ o E11nf'\r1 ~o~nO n plocc~ of ribbon that was !'1\ ,a ft:,et lOl"l3. ;;·h<·> 
u-.-.i ?. ;rn:-'0 of il1<8 ri';.i'bon for a doll's c:1!'oSt,. iiow rauch r>lbbon :::l~.d 
::he ('1--vo ::.~:r; .. aft-ei' sho used ·hat eh~ necdoc? 
XJI ---~ IX -·' II::i: 
G 6 Jo.cl~ c r;ent 49¢ fm." one toy and 31~ fol~ anothel". Iic"f much d :ld h~ 
tJ ~ond ;1.r; al1? 
) 
.... ) 
( ,., ' .... ) ; 
. . ~ 
.)' 
'· 
1 
, 
- ' 
·' 
c. {It ' 
60 
_________ .. ......__. .. 
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---"---·-·· ... ------... ·---·---------------... -·------ ·- --- ----
~~ 'nr ., J.bO ·l.TJ of ''J, r r .. ' "( .. 3t:•t-~ · ;.) ... ,. 
' 
. \( 
--- -
~ r (.! '- j .L3 13 ... 
f"7 
"-!- 0 -f .. :..1 ·~8 '-
' )': so 21 Q'( 7 rv9 79 ., J .,., 
.... ~'2 - I i·~~~ ,. ..... '# .. ±.::.2 ~s ·co '1 .:..!....:. ::z:.. ::1-l. 
-· 
±.:L 
6!+ 80 T!- 1;.)6 6; )0 .. , ') •'"'\••I 92 
" 
.) <;) 
J..(.C :B.~ ~.-. -60 --- .tf7. O"?.-" . +l-t ..,.4 ... ~ .:.s: =-~ .=..!..£ 
-- --- --- ·--····---·----- ---·----------
1. JH .. ~. ·1 ci:•clea around t.h!ngs that are sold by na:l.rH. DrmJ 11~. unc~f.:r 
r.h:.nr;r:-tYlut-&re E?old by the aozan. 
sboo~J ornnsoo oocko eggs cooli:j.os m1tto:nr.; 
2.. ::v.r': bov?;l11~ n lollipop for 4~. Ho gave t:1o clc::rk a d:'..:ao, Draw 
f' lino under Hhn t tho clerl: oa id to Mark. 7horo is only one cor:re·~t 
;.~1<JH3r . :,:;snit, (<=A.), ("n.h (c.) or {d.)'i 
( u. ) 11 FO'i.l'C 
(b. ) ,~ .. ' \.' .... l· ... 
(c.) "':;:; 01 r 
. n. ) ' 1 Fn~:l 
Cl..iD{iH: 
conte, 
C~:i.tr;, 
C'::> ii tP. , 
flvo cants, six conte, ton conts.~ 
fiyn conto, ton conts.n 
f~v0 contc, ton oonts, fiftooD cocts.~ 
ton r_;o:lijS, t\'IOn·~y C~nta • u 
.• • ~,'o:~ny bro'..lgi1t o. 'J~ n<.; of 15.:-;Jc.m tor for our ac1'3nco a.r.:;e1·l~-1f;)nt. 
"'"mG b;-)usht a ci.~;)ful of l~c:;~H-Hlter. Hm-1 r.1any cuD~ul.2. di::~ \·ifJ have 
••J '·0'50iJi~OI'? 
·, ~ ',irito mmooX'n in ;'J1.~co of tho v1orda to chow how many dollaro unC't oontnc 
(a.) :'hroo doll~u·s ana tuo11~o conts 
(ii.) Po· ... ,Jollnrs ~nd si:{ cf.>nte 
co.) F1::- ·. - ~ n doll«r'a n~d twonty-e1~~ht canto ____ ~ 
6 ., . 'l'hia ~f~.nurn-•y, l1ond~yG fall on ___ , ____ , _ _..._, .._...__, 
7. Count b7 fivon to 100: 
-~- -- --- --- --- --- --- ---
... 
, .. 
.. )~ 
46 
/:_07 
64 
_:2Q 
I 
'--
1J 
::2 
' 
73 
:-l8 
--
62 
_, 
1 1 6 
-------------------·~~------·------------- ---- - ------- ---
1 Th,rs \" ra 21~ pencjJa in i~ho 1AVl hoxo 
rnn h:t 1 ~1:.1 e rxmc1le ln her c1esi~ drawer. 
.. n a) 1 '? 
Our te· chAr founc tr'Ht 
.. 
•1 . 
r 
J, 
;to.-J rt~nn:r pencilo '."flTI1 ~hore 
31 children ..... n our room. Tho o ,;c; ; 
the nur~o fl off.lce. Hm'l r1e.ny ':.!:· ./'lti 
acn~ brenk 
-------
1 : boyr. 
; 11~.: n• 
l\.1) boys 
· '~ ~ :"' :',.eft 
f1 <'l eomo 
. '0\lr.J t • '1'l ,oa of' g1·o~tC:~ tl1'"' t teL. ~_: ct:.::_•,- toH ;, .. ny 
f.._ock bunch qu[]rt.e t 
U · rJi • 11 ~.n:. ' "~ /2 r.;nllon 1 : m ... -x. ~·.n ... a 
2., ;~ Q _, v 
'"' :.: 
, 
.\,. 
0 0 
7 0 
--
11,.() , .. \ 
_j] '•0 
it. 
9 
.Ji 
7 
t:l 
6 
128 
....__. 
84 
'? 
' 
Q 
-' IS t.§. 
------------~----------
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0 8 
.ig 
"-::.. "'7 t--
55 
~40 __ ...;:.:. 
J.S 
_q 
-.:... 
------------------
'lr:; 
-·-:) l'j 
.. , t') 
_, 
----
•• I,) 
157 
..-;~ 
~-2 
tho :·lfl!-1Guro you vrould use to teJ.l how :_ons t1 )EJ,1oil i2. 
lnohoiJ mllos ynrds feat 
2., i.JtlCO~:-'J_ino t,ho t"I~USU:toro you V!OUld UEO to toll tJOW ,~o~r it is frr)rJ 
J:.:cJ. ·r1.r.Juc t,o Haverhill. 
hloclts miles yard a feat 
3 .. Loo~ -:1 t tht? clock. How !il&ny n1 nutes will it t<'lk{~ the minute 
h<1U1) t0 trnvol bat·t:eon these nu!:Llbors? 
(a.) f'roril 4 to 9 (b.) fror,l :~ to 5 
~. ,JJ.Am:m tG ,i.lothor ~,:~ro u quartor for her school JJ:ilJc. I'hEl :uillc 
cost 13~!. HoH ll!Uch chonsa did nusnn or1n~:5 homo'? 
63 
:; c '~h~re viC!·G 8 children in 'l'orn 1 H road in~ group. T'10r<J \·Jere 6 c"!1.ildron 
'>n .::-oim'a rnC~dJ.n.3 ::;roup. ·.;:ho third rend1.n5 srou; hnd 9 c~1.lldron. 
IlOi-i nm:y d"!ild:r.>en tlero there in all threo rc«clin.~ ::;roupf!? 
--~.-..-
6. .Te1ne vms anvins for her rilother • s hirthdny ;1rese·.1t.. m·1;;1 had 29¢ 
nlr~ntdy s~woci. The proeont sho wished to buy c-::>rl t 45¢. Hmv 
r:lUch moro mlwt she savo'? 
15 
-6 
--
7 .. ~h1ch part of a pie 
1 
.2 
is tho largest/? 
1 1 
Dmw n c irc:.\.'l a t'ound tho J.al..,;:;es to 
1 
~l~ 3 
-a 
•• t-... ... .J 
5 
) 
1) 
-4 
- ---p"------... --.-- ---·--·- -···,-~-··--- -......... --- ·--....... - ·--
'J' 
..... d.f 
53 
-4 
79 
'1.,... z;.:;_tJ 
-6, L 1 
~682 
9 
95 
,..,28 
64 
I ' 
I) 
--· 
--------------~--~--- ..... ----.--...... -...... 
l. our French proc;rnr.1 cturtn at 11:15, It onds o.t 11:30. How lonto; 
1o anoh French TV prosram? 
_____ m~.nu t(;)E 
~, Thore rrero 6 ch!ldron in tho first rov1. Thl!>rfj llel .. O 8 ch~ldren 1r 
tha eocond ro•-1 o.nd 5 children in the third row,, IIo~1 r.1nny childrr ·1 
were in tho throe rowe? 
3. One c:assroolil hc:.u 38 child ron. Another claserocr.1 hae Yl cl1ildron" 
·<· ;{ r .. ~ny child ron are in t hoso two clas sroocEl1 
alor o brous~t 75 cents to clasa. Dhe g~vo her te~cher 69 cents 
fo•· t'1e clllSS trip. How ii1UCh change did her toc.cher sivo hor'? 
5 ~ ~' .. rlo '·rous t ~n :60 h~.cl::ory nuts and 1tlondy brou..:r.ll!' in 186 h~c!{ory 
nutG. Ho~-.r raany nut.G did both of ths s!rls brins for the cl:u::s? 
,.. 
J • 
,., 0--- )-t. 
---
7 
. ' ' 
.. .. ~ ' .. ...., 
---------·----
, 
-. 
~I 
3. 9 
f.I!.. 
6 
Q 
0 
.. 
.... 
3 
3 
-
70 
-7 
17 
~0 _... _ 
5 
s 
660 
/22.-Q 
3 
8 
3 
. .2 
17 28 
-18 
-
7 lq 1:.Z. 
36 
-9 
] ( 
.J 
-d 
98 
-29 
, -· 
..t..f 
-S 
347 
t§l3 
--------------
-· 'us"'n aKv<,•1 59 cent.o for a penctl cc:tso. r-~other F)RVEJ h·;)r r. r>iJ.e 
of 17 J;:JYmioH i'or t<?k:ln~~ care of her baby aict{i'r. Hm1 much ;;10noy 
~id G~aan havo alto~ethar? 
'"'. Dra'.J n circ::;_r. .::1rou!ld tho throe warrilGS t tc;::Jpora turos: 
0 32 0 51 0 0 IJ 10 
65 
0 _o 
;;. 'l'l1s I<,orni;r..; tompcr::1t.uro Has 68 . The uf~·-ernoon torn;;erature ~.,rn:3 85. 
r ou "'71UCh ·;c.rr1er wo.s it in tho o.ftornoo11? 
L,. '!'om re:lcJ 18 pnsos of his book on !ionday. He r·J<ld 26 iioro [)fl30f: on 
':l?~cad;::.y. How r.Jony LJtlSOrJ had hu read altoscther? 
) .. , .~o t.4•a ,·:llnd 19 r::~ll0s to reach !3oston, on our ;..;ny t;o i:sw York. ~hen 
.. ::> tr:1v ·~led 1°5 tii~~loo r.ror.~ to 50t to Now Yol"'l>:. HoH TIJClny m:O.los did ~-le 
t:.r· '"'el: in ell, to set to :NeH Yorl~? 
::; .. Hou .-.~:.-..;ly m1lnutoE ;.;ill 1 ~ tuko tho clo ct;: 's minute hf!nd to ::;o from 
1 to 5 ? 
1 .. Dr~~ a circl~ arouud tho largest number: 
1115, 989, 1000, 990 
66 
Hhl:.t,, 
- .... 0 ~·2,-1,2'?3- r"' .. ,. - - - . --~ 0~ t ' .. . u; OJ 4 •• • J . 
·-1. -- - - ---· -
) 
0 
~·8 
" 
,..r; 
?t 
.18 ~-
9~6 
418 
71 ~ 
.::69_1 
?/ ,.. ..~:J 
t§.~ 
67 
.I7LL £..!....:.. 
6• 
~ 1 r/1 
- .... ~ ... 
569 
f1§Q 
470 
m~ 
e~~3 '15 
.-506 
-6 
-
75 96 
~~~. -60 
..) jc 
~'":),..'2 
....C:...·-
387 
::2,38 
4'~:, 
f ) l') t:.:.:.·l-
439 
m. 
4?5 
,(296 
- -
) 
~ 
/CC 
9 1:2.§ 
l•. 
/il i:. - ·. 
(, 9 
!:~ 
.) 
6 '•t 
....2 _1 
lb 'i.? 
::2 -8 
--
1 3 
4 8 
8 2 
?j 
'- 2 
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l . Your teacher wishod to ;iva 4 c~1ldron ln the room a ~rizo-of two 
now ·>oncils for' each o~· the children. Hot-~ r:Jany iJenc1la did aho sivs 
ns PI'i~as? 
::. Draw l1ncs t.o ommoc t the r.1oaeuroa 1n colur:m A ~11 t,;h the moa:;ures in 
Co:i.uwn .13 thot r.JGan the Game thins. Cne is cJ.one for youo 
A B 
gallon 12 1nchos 
foot 3 foot 
2 ~ints 4 quarts 
yRrd qu~rt 
2 cups 1 pin~ 
-~ D Tom loved toy {lUtor;Jobilea . He \>: ished to buy a truck for 50¢ and 
v etntion ~u3on for 35¢ How ~uch ~onoy did ho nood for both~ 
v. VI. VIII. x. ,.,. (\,. ,.1.. • 
--
j. Su'3an hv..s 9. ncm r;enny bn.nl;;: . Her no thor 6nvo j_ t ~o her on ho:A..., birth--
nJ and put 31- in it thn t day. H,...,r mother ~;J.ano to gi vo '1ueun u. !)Vrmy 
~;.....!' .. h dar fnr hor hunl .. o HoH many daya rmre ~,:ilJ. it tako Bm;an to h::tvo 
23¢ 1n ~~r bnnk? 
6 s Dra·.-r u clt"clo nround t,he lar5os t nw";lber nnd undorlino tl>O r .. axt-..to-
largest m.u.obor' .. 1995 101 2000 999 
7. Dru:-J u circle Uj:'"ound tho largest a!"lounto 
1 of a cup 1 of u cup 1 of a cup 1 of a cu~ 2- T T -7+-
" . 
0 5 
·j "1' 
_2 
..2 ~ , t 
-
4 5 4 9 8 9 ~~ 
9 0 9 7 ,., 8 u a 
:.J 9 6 3 6 2 h 2 
.2 8 )~ J. ..2. _2 6 _§ 
-· 
---------------· 
1 'om ;wi3hs 62 pounos. H1s little brother wci~:;hs 48 :?oun)s. 
t•o mch nora them ~1!e brothor does •rom wei;~h? 
-------
.. · .Btn ~ t'1o ctore h"l.d a salo on ch!lc,rcn'£1 ·;loveso 
f.' ~~ lOP w r new b:~in:::z; sold for 50r~· ~:').., .Jlch le"' 
G .,r~ co ,h::m th Oal'lier p;,~ice 04" ". ';"' 0~,. a'· 
----
- rn ... tho prob \J 
., . youn-::or h~a.v ior -· ...... a"'~.' J.:. 
c· rr, ol i'~ ry 1e 9 ya!! r-e olo. r;o.y t"l~ t , ' • c.• 
t"lan ~uCJnnq 
1' tc r.JCJV(I a noVJ cho.1r 1nto our ~10~ '0 0 let U' t t 1 
t t 1 .. t :v.d c the b~ck door b.1c:.u ) tho r • 
. 0 
---- __ .... 
c. r 
,. 1 ' 
oo of 
r. cond .J.'loo.. ,. 
-! 
67 
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APPENDIX B 
Job Sheets and Check Tests Built to Accompany 
Making Sure of Arithmetic, 3 
69 
__ ,_ ___ · ~~-....,_ . .._._ __ .JI _,_ '!""'- -·---------·c:-~ 
~HUKG smm 01? ARI1'I1L1EIQ.. .. PAGES 61 ,, 76 
CCDt \-!-A Work Alone en a sheei: of ~msl·;e~s> but get any help you nee d 
f~am you~ partner • 
. 
R-T Read m1 Talk. o\rer the problems. Say any ~nsl·7ers "aloud", but 
d~ no"t":.'id.!;et'b.'e'm. 
R -'i'-A Reacl, Tallt ,oyer .. and An~ i.:he proqlems. necid<" hOlY' to do it 
and decide on one <lUSl·7er for the tt·7o of you. CoopDre! 
Checl~ all ans~·:ers t·7ith the ans~:·rer books • 
Date 
Sta~·ted 
-
-
-
. 
-
---
- ·-
.. 
03t:e 
Cor•·ected 
-
-
J 
!>artnez's 
r.!ame 
=t -·· 
I Page 61 
Pase 62 
f Pa~e 63 I 
I Page_6!!._ ; 
I Pa~e 65 :lo 
I Pa~e 67 I Page 68 
I Page 69 
f Page 71 
Page 72 
. Page 73 
J Page 7l~ 
,. 
Page 75 I 
Job 
R-T Whole Pa~e 
-
R-T Whole Page 
ll- T Wq.o_k Pa~.c;__ 
R-T Whole Page .. 
.. 
R'l' Whole Pase 
R-T Whole Pa~e 
H-A 1 _{A-D) l~ T 5 
- 70 B.TA Both Pages 
I R.-T-A t-Jhole Page 
(Read all eKplanation~ 
t1 A 1 and 2 (A .. IJ) 
R-T- A 1 .. 5 W A 6jA-J) 
R-T l-Jhole Page 
WA l - l:. 
~~ j Page'76 R-T- A 5- 8_!.!.9··10 --~ ·--···- _ fi-!i,-o~-,.-t_n_c:._r""""ff--c~h.;..:e~c;_k_;._;T;_e_s_t_f_o_r_P;..;.a...;g;;..e..;;s--.6-l_..- 7""6.,..., 
Name 
---------------·--
Code: ~;-·A 
~akinz ~ £f Arith~etic Pages 77-86 
Work alone but get any help that you need 
rrom your partner. 
Read and talk over the problems "aloud.n 
Do not vrri te anyt hing. Sa y the answers . 
R-T-A Read~ talk over, and answer these problems 
with your partnero Decide how to do it and 
decide on one answer tor the two ot youo 
CompareJ 
Check all answers with the answer books. 
Date Date Partner's 
Started Corrected Name Job to be done 
Paste 77 R·T·A . 1-6 
J Pae;e ]P. R-T 1·$ 
70 
I Pag! 79 R-T-A 1-4 W-A 5 (A-D) 
Page 80 H-T 1-6 
'I'hink an d 
eeo Page 81 vi-A l·L~ (A-D )R;.qr :answer s 
) l Pege 82 W-A 1-$ 
J Pe~e 83 R-T-A l-5 W- A 6-8 (J~-Dl 
I Pa~e 81J. R-T wh o l e pa~ 
I J PaS! 85 R-'1'- A 1-6 R-T 7-10 {A - G l 
I I Page 86 W-A 2·4 
I No Partner I Cheok Test for pages 17-86 
H-T 
H-T-A 
.0ote 
·-- ----·-· .... --.. -.;~___.,.,_.............. ··---
Uol"'l;: alone bL'!.t get e.ny help thPt ·vou. n~tHl 
.trom your par·cneJ?. 
R0ad and talk over the pro'blems ualouc1 . r: 
Do no c Hl'i tc anything. Say the answen"'s • 
Road, talk oVCl", and ansuez> these pr•oblcwta 
'IJ;lth yoLU? partner. Decide how to do it and 
dec1de on one enswer fo~ the two of ~ou. 
Compa.re! 
Check all answers w1 th the anst~er books. 
Date Partner's 
.0.1?.~;;-~ Ool"rec·ted Natne Job to be dQ~e 
_ I . .. .. I , !Page 87 R-T whole Rage 
71 
I I ... .!Page 88 R-T whole page 
j .. l JPg.ge 89 R ... T 1-2 .H-·r-A 3 ( E-G) 
1 t =]Pa:: 90 W-A l-6 \A-C; 
I _!Page 92 W-A l-7 
-
--____ - ·-. j~-----~~-----~~P,;;;.jag,e...__9~4;........;.R:;_-T:--.....;1=-~3~R-....::T~-A::......:4:t..-.J..7_ 
_ . . ~~ ]Page 9$ R-T 1 W-A 2-3 J _ !Page 26 H-'r whole page ~----~~:------_--:·,~:-~-;-P_a_r_t_n_e_r----~,~Ch~e•c~k~T-es~t~f~o-r~p~a~~~.e~-e~8~7-~2-6 ____ __ 
Na;a::l 
Code : 
--------------------------------------
W-A 
R-T 
R-T .. A 
Making ~ £! Arithmetic Paeas 97-105 
Work alone but get any help that you need 
from your partner. 
Read and talk over the problems ne.loud .. " 
Do not write anything. $ay the answarao 
Read, talk over, and answer these problems 
with your partner. Decide how to do it and 
decide on one answer ror the two o~ you. 
ConrpareJ 
Checlt ell answers with the answer books • 
72 
::::m: 4 r=., r a= I Q . 
Date Dste Partnerts I 
Started Corrected --~N~am~e~--------·~~J~o~b~to~b~e~d~o~n~e~----------------
1 J (Page 97 R ... T whole paga 
I J .. . . fPase 98 R-T whole :ease 
I 
~~age 101 ,R-T l R-T-A 2 WA 3-5{AD}, 
Page 102 H-T-A 1-6 
Pa,:~:e 103 R-T 1-2 W-A 3-4 (E-H) 
-
IPage lOy. R-T, w;hQj.e page 
l. lP11ge 105 R-T-A 2··4 W-A 6-7 
No Partner [check Test for Eages 97-105 
Na"2o 
-------------------- -----------------------·---------~---
Code: 
R-T 
R-T-A 
Check 
--
Date DatQ 
Work alone but get any help t hat you neod 
fror.t your partner. 
Read and talk over the oroblems " alo!.lci. n 
Do not urite anything, -Se.y the answers. 
Read, talk oTe~, and answer these problems 
w1th your partner. Decide how to do it and 
decide on one answer for the two or yo~a 
Compare! 
ell answers with the anst-1er books , 
Partner's 
Started CoFreeted Name Job to be done 
I L JPage 106 W-A 2-h ..... • r. .. I 1 I Page 107 l;J-A lz Jt 6 
I l I Page 108 R-T l-4 
I I )Pag~ 109 R-T-A l-6 l : : I 'Pa~e 110 R-T-A 1-6 ~~: 
= 
whole p~~e ;age 111 R-T 
4 
I I I Page 112 w ... A 3-2 ti ... A 6-9 
73 
. .... 
(A-C) 
I j No Partner,, I check Test . for,pages 106-112 
Code: ~'fork alone bu·i; get any help thet Jvl.l ncr:)d 
f~om your partner. 
Read and talk ovar the problems naloud . " 
Do not write anything. Se.y tha ansHers .. 
R-T-A Read , talk over~ and answer these problems 
with your partner. Dac1de how to do 1 t and 
decide on one anawer for the two of you. 
Compare l 
Check all answers w1 th the answer boolts r 
Date Dato Partner's 
Started Cor:raeeted Name Job to be d. one 
.. 
. I 1.. h:aB! ll? R-T-A 2-J;. 
JPage 11'7 .tt-T 1 H-T-A ? "'I-A 3 
::1 :: I : ~-6 
-
IPa:& 122 R-T 2-~ 
Pe. e 123 R-T 9-11 W-A 12-1~ .~ 
No Partner ICheok ·rest for pages 113-123 
Wri ·-;e a check mark ,/ each time you tell yoUl' partner: 
This is what the book means; 
This is what the job sheet means' 
This is the way to do it: 
Tho t iolord ro.o:::ms th'ts : 
1o ~head; you•re right: 
Nau1'1 
Code: 
Date 
........ ·- - ----·----
r·iekin~ Sm:-e of Ari thme·&lc Q ..__......._ - __..,. _ _...;.........., ...... 
R-~T 
R-T-A 
~·Jerk alone but ~e t any help th8{.:; ~'{O'.A n~cd 
f·rom youz• partnen-:. 
Heed and talk ever the problems "aloud ! 11 
Do not i'rri te anything. Say tho ansto~er • 
Read: talk over, and answer these prob ems 
t·li th your partner. Decide how to do i and 
decide on one answer for the t1r10 of yo ... 
Compare! 
Check all nns\vers \-ri th the answer books o 
-
Date Partner•s 
St arted Corrected Name Job to be done 
Pa~ 124 R-T ..l-) 
. 
Page 125 W-A 5-6 (A-D) 
Pe.~e 126 Ttl-A 5-6 (D-G) 
Pa~e 127 R-T-A 1-,2 
Page 128 'vi-A 4-10 
Pa~e 129 R-T 1-3. 
Pa~e 130 R-T 1-3 
Pa~e 131 \1-A 1 end 3 
. 
Pa~e 132 R-T-A 1-2 
75 
-
PaRe 133 R-T-A 3-4 W-1\ ;-6(E-H) 
Pa~e 13u It-T l-5 
No Partner Check Test for pa~es 
1-Jr i te a check mark v/ each time you tell your partner: 
·.cr1is is what the book means: 
This 1.s vsha t the job ah.oet means: 
'I' hi s i:l the ~;e.y to do 1 t: 
TrJ.G. t ,.xord means this: 
f}o aheod; you're right: 
12k-13~ 
-
!.i~mo 76 
Code: 
R-T 
~~ §~ of ~!!h!!'c ·~ic Pagea 13.5-14.S. 
vlork t.J.ono but get any help that you need 
~rom your par-tner. 
Read· and tall:: ovor the problems "aloud." 
Do n.ot "-'l .. i te anything. $ay the e.n~\-:ers. 
R-T- A Road , talk over, and answer these problem.s 
with your partner. Decide how to do it and 
decide on one answer £or the two of lOUo 
Check all answers with the answer books. 
I 
Date Date Partner's 
Started Corrected Name Job to be done 
I I kage 132 R-T 1-2 W-A 3-4 
l I ~age 136 H-T 1-2 W-A 3-4 
I J kase 137 R-T l-2 W-A 3-4 
I I fPage 138 W-A 1-5 (A-C) 
I I kaS! ,1.39 R-T-A 1-4 
t I kage 1{!0 R-T-A 5-9 W-A 10-11 (E-G) 
I I (Page 141 H-T 1-4 W-A 8-9 
I I IPage 1LJ2 R-T whole page 
I I (Page 1/i3 R-T-A 2-5 
I I IPega 144 R-T 1 vl-A 2-S {A-C) 
I I IPage 142 H-T-A 1-8 
.I I No Partner !check Test !'or Pa~s 135-145 
\tJri ·te a check ma~k ~each time you tell your partner: 
Th:ta is what the book means: 
'rhis is l<lha.t the job sheet means: 
'l'l'l..is is the way to do it: 
That word means this: 
Go ahead; you 're right: 
Name ---------------------------------------------------------------1_1 __ _ 
Code: W-A 
R-T 
R-T -A 
Makine Sura £! ~tbmetic Pages 146-156 
i1ork alone but get any help chat you need 
from your partner. 
Read and talk over i.ihe problema "aloud., 11 
Do not ~t;ri·ce anything.. Say the ansltrerD. 
Read :t tallr over J and answer these pr-oblems 
Hi th you:rt par·tner.. Decide hO\-J to do 1 t and 
decide on one ans\'re:r. .foz~ th0 ·two of you. 
Check all answers with the answer bc.oks. 
--
-
--·-------
- __.... __ .... 
----
... - -·~--· ..... -· I 
Dat:c Date Partner 1 s 
Started Cor!'ected Name Job to be don~ 
-
!Pafl:.e 1LJ.6 R-T 1-2 R-T-A 3 W-A 4 
Pap:e 147 W-A tlhole ED.:Z~ 
-
_ .... 
Pa~e 148 R-T whole page 
I PaRe lh9 R-'r 1-8 H-A 9 Pe..P-:e 1'50 W-A whole uaf%.0 
PaP.e 1 '51 '>IJ -A ~-6 
I Pav:e ltJ2 R-T-A 1-2 
-
. 
_I I Ps~e 15'3 H-T-A 3-10 
Pa~e lr51J. W-A 1-S' (A-B) 
Pa~e ltJ'5 R-T J.-6 i:I-A 8-12 (A) 
-I 15'6 
=-1 . PaP.:e W-A 1-ll skim numbera No Partner Check Test for pa~es 1~.6-J:56 
\l::.~i te a check mark ./'each time ~'"OU tell yov:t' partner: 
This is what the book means: 
This is what tue job sheet means: 
Thls is the wav to do it: 
That word means this: 
Go ahead; youtre righ·i:;: 
Cocle: 
78 
_ ..... __ ~__...______ _,_......._._._ ___ _ 
'=>r, !:'!""" ,, 1 r:·7 1 71 
.( ""·"">"'~ ~·..I - ••• 
~io:,:>k sJ.ono blJ.t get any b.clp tbe: i; you n.czd 
f·rorn your p~n·tner . 
...... Raad t:· nd tall<: ovel~ tho probleas ., alo\.tc1 . l! 
Do not ~.-rite anything. Ssy the ans'V!G:fB. 
R-T-A Read) talk over, and ansuar these pr-o· lem3 
with your partner# Decide how to do it and 
decide on one answer for the two o:f you~ 
Check all answers with the answe~ bookso 
------:' ,:: 
-= 
Dei::o Dnto Partner's 
Stal..,tod Correc·cad Namo Job to be done 
I 
-
t Page 15,7.._H-T whole page 
Ps.~ 158 R-T 't·rhole page 
I Pa~ 122 R-T 1-2 W-A .5_ 
I Page,l60 R-T 1-2 
::" : I ~ I ~ 
-
""' . ' 
Pap:e 161 ~-l-A 5 
Page 162 R-T-A 1-2 
Page 163 R-T-A 3_-8 R-T 9-13 {.AJ 
Page 161-t. R-T whole page 
Page 165 R-T whole pa~e 
Pa~e 166 R-T 4-9 t-1-A 10-15 
PaRe 167 R-T \-Thole pa.~o 
Page 168 R-T whole page 
.. 
1 
' 
IL 
Pa.ll.e 169 R-T whole PaRe 
-
Page 170 R-T-A 3-6 W ... A _7_-9 (A-C)_ 
-
"l f Pap.:e 171 W-A 1-6 (D-F} 
--l 
Check_ rest for PSgE2S 127 -;:J,;7J:.. 
-
..... 
\~r:i te a check mark ·t/' each time you tell your partner: 
This is Hhat the book means : 
Thts :ts t.;ha t the job Dheet means: 
ThiD is ·cho w3.y to do l t: 
~~hat vrord means this: 
Go e.hosd; :y·ou: re right: 
Name: 
----------------·--------~------·------------------------~---
Ad0. end t-H:H;e 
1 5 
5 3 
_l 2 
-
3 1 
4 7 
2 1 
- -
1 2 
B 4 
_l -l. 
tho SUlilS 
t~ 
2 
!• ~ 
2 
5 
_1 
3 
3 
2 
-
1'01,.. 
4 
l 
1 
-
2 
1 
6 
1 
4 
_g 
·chase examples: 
2 
3 
.JL 
4 
3 
_l 
3 
1 
6 
2 
1 
_]_ 
1 
1 
....§. 
1 
1 
6 
Tell what number belongs in each blank: 
1. 42L .. means _ hundreds~ tens'~ 
2~ 207 mflsns 
-
hundreds, tens, 
3. 380 means hundl"eds, tens, 
-
L~. 500 means - nundreds , tens, 
5. 2 helves 
·-
6. I+ fourths = 
?. 2 four-ths ::: 
'=' Bh.ade ln one half of these balls: lJ, 
9. Shade in one fourth of the cake: 
lOa Shade in two :rourths of the men: 
3 l 
2 3 
,..-
....2 _L 
2 
2 
.ll 
1 
6 
_.l 
-
0 
2 
7 
_L 
1 
2 
_2_ 
ones. 
ones. 
ones. 
ones. 
@ ;II 
H~~'-\ 
B~'("-th~'1 
0 x x ::t ~ 
79 
___ .....__.._.."~,_..,...--, ... --,-t __ ~---
Add oz• s nb·tr-act as tl1e o1en t ells ·1ou, ei.'l.d \1~i·i;e the ru1m.;e:.."s ro: .... 
~b.e~o t'zo.mples : 
71 98 52 87 54 89 
"1·26 ~l!t: +12 -2~ +~ .. .sg 
- -
97 61 79 51 89 42 
-!.l ~~ -~ +!tl ... J§ -~-~ 
63 87 43 98 23 79 
+Jk. -62 +.l2 .. a +76 -!tl 
- -
Fi ll in the blanks: 
1 f'oot = 1nehes 
1 yard :: feet 
1 yard = inches 
5 pennies = 1 
10 pennies = 1 
2 = 1 dime 
5 nickels :: 1 
2 = 1 half-doll&F 
14 - 7 - 37 + 42 = 11 - 8 = -
11 2 = 76 + 12 = 11 - 3 = 
12 4 = 64 + 35 = 3 + 8 = 
7 + 7 = 43 + 35 ::: 11 - 5 = 
80 
l~ema: 
-----w------r-.-•· ------·------~----~--------------
Ch~tC!-" ~ f.Q!: P~Q;OS 8? - 9_6 
\vrl ts the s i gntJ tb.a t shot.; ho111 :-ro found the answe.t~s t o ·cr.:.e e~r.'llllpl~s 
b<llol-r . In e~muple, you knou that t-ro addod 53 and 31 to ~et SL ... ; 
so -...Jr-i te a plus s i gn ia front of the 31 to ahoH tbet 1.-re e.dde;d .. 
b e d G r 
53 
* 
~ll'ite the numbers tnat are missing 1n 
41, , 43, I 44, • 
g 
67 
* 
this 
h 
row: 
t 47~ 
i 
58 
H 
~ 49, 
12 things = 1 • 6 things =i 
Add, and write each figu1 .. e in tha sum in the correot place: 
41 23 32 14 16 11 
26 12 12 23 61 13 
;g 22 .a ~ 21 2.2. 
- -
j 
52 
~ 
• 
The answe~ in an addition eT~ple is called the 
--------· 
The anawer in a subtraction example is eallea ths -------· 
The minus sign tells us to ----------------------· 
The plus sign tells us to -----------------------· 
This sign = means ~-------------------------
81 
... ~al o 
----
------~-------~--........._.__ ... _ ... _  
Check Test for na~os 0?.-11)'.) 
_..-.;..;,.... ._._......... _...,.,.. .. ,.__ __ .;..,.. 
The short hand 1.s the 
The long hand is the 
--------
One hour equals • 
--------------------
Put hands on this c lock to show thG time school sta~ts . 
Put hands on this cl ock t o show the time we have morning recess: 
Thera are seven days i n a ------------------
We buy eggs by the----------· 
We buy butter by the 
---------------------· 
There sre 60 ------------------- in one hour. 
The ~jrst day of the week is 
1he last day of the week is 
-----------------------· 
Tho first school day or the weak is 
The last school day of the week is 
---------------------· 
-------------------~ 
Is the fifth day of the week the s&ms e.s the flf'th school 
day? 
31 
13 
2.1 
42 
21 
l! 
21 
64 
11 
42 
21 
lg 
32 
42 
21 
-
82 
----
lif:'.n,e 
--
Add or 
31 
-:~ 
62 
-:·BLt 
-
91 
+.ll 
85 
+lt_l 
75 
-f-..$1t 
.. ~ .... 
subtrect, 
57 
-hll 
h9 
-Wd: 
52 
+hl. 
89 
-g§_ 
7L 
-.ll. 
23 
12 g 
__ ... ......,_. ._.......,.._.  _......._.._ 
Gbc;clt Test for· Paa~s 106-112 
'~- -· _ _.... ..... .---.....,..., _..._.._. .... --
and w.r-ito 
, ...... 
... ~_:;;, 
+11 
81 
+J2 
69 
-ll 
52 
+~ 
58 
-.mt 
32 
12 
21 
tho 
84 
.-~ 
--u 
87 
-~ 
69 
-~ 
57 
-tt.ll, 
63 
+§ 
c.not.Jez>a. 
71 
+.W. 
93 
+~ 
84 
+rut. 
46 
+.§g 
95 
+!t.l 
16 
61 
21 
-
82 
+.§l 
87 
-62 
-
89 
-l.l 
42 
+.21 
96 
-2l 
11 
13 
2.2. 
Jack came home f~om school one day at 15 minutes pas·t 4. His 
mother said that he could play until 5 o•cloek. How many 
minutes could he play? 
\'Jr:i.te the mi3sing numbers: 
16¢' = _ dime end _ pennies, or ___ pennies 
27¢ = ___ dimas and nickel and pennies, 
--
or ,---- pennies . 
83 
~ .. ;. 
-- 17 7 . ;:: lS ~ 
0 ·!· = :'.5 6 ~ !· -~ = 15 11 
:!.5 - ~ 8 !5 
--
Q 9 15 
.... A""-v = 1--I ~ -· 
-=> = 6 17 
ADD1 
, .. ,., 
.i •. L- ~I'£E i!ffi SUl~ rc:. '.LteS~ t:>-~'-i~11!S 
61 31 G" .. 93 72 9l~ 
?" ~ l:5 .LL ns 
-
% 
-
-~5-
''OD:r'' '1C't' ~ J !.\ ..( • : AUD l-:RITE 'iN£ RE~£U:!IDE!1 
~.69 ll-:-7 l70 159 127 139 
-~ _.22, ~ ~ ..1!l _21 
') p:~t:~!#. ;:; 2 halS: .. pint:; cr 
!-~l:::_t hw:: (;.?. i::ool:u on Lcr boo!;ohQlves at ho::.!o. Sus.:n iJ.aa 
t,t: • oo::~ Ll~1cl ~Tc:.lc. hun s:. P.o':1 tr..cn.y bcoks hove. ull tho 
n:.~ln :.:oe~tiw~? 
.roi-: ~ :-c.~ :n l:al:a_cs: .n .nmy i:.~ G2 "t1:ll~i>les, ar..d BiHy han 
.:s. l:ou r.;any Itc..;;i>lc::: do th.ay hc.ve7 
:.:~-n p;;t: t:1c !.7 1.~otc~oo!:~ :~n ~~o otcc!:s on the tcc.cl!er,~ 
C.:cc::. ··c ~lo.L: 9 ~"!o;;ccool~s in o~c c.~d:. Hou mc.ny did he 
ilut :· .. 1 ·: c othc-c? 
r:ou l"C."lY p:.'.u;;c UC;CS 
.. ou cc.r~y h.ci~-!':i.!lt:s 
I:o:r ---~~Y :1r-.l~ ~c:~:!t:s 
----
84 
' -, ... = _:, 
-
......... ;: () 
.,. 
-
::: 7 
-
...:,...,.~ :;: 
" v 
82 
~-
16G 
_g 
.-.r'&-..... 1\ ... ..........,r-_ 
N.:-\i.£ 
-----------------------------------
C!1ZCK '.:'EST FOR Pli.GES 12l~-13i~ 
Pli:ID THE .L\.HS\·JERS FOU 'i'!:illSE EXA..l\iPLES. 
20 
:L!!Q. 
129 
-40 
10 
S! 
:L.~ 
75 
.:...ll 
&9 
:U2. 
20 
3 
+ 51 
126 
- 73 
151 
.:...&! 
5 
51 
+ 80 
-
156 
.:.J!Q. 
91 
10 
20 
:::....2! 
91 
.:....@. 
132 
~ 
so 
4 
~ 
M:llm A PICTURE TO SUU.J Tl:lE l\l-lSHER TO EACB QUESTIOH. t·JRI'm TllE l-i?lSWERS. 
Hotuer caught a pouud of cheese. She cut it iu half. Ro>1 many 
equal pieces did she have? ________ __ 
l>.i.."try h:1d .a yard of ribbon . She csed 22 inches of it co make ::1 
boY. Hoi7 long uus the piccs that she had left? _______ _ 
Judy bot,~Lt l~ pints of ice c.:eno. Hou n:ar:.y quarts of ice cream 
d:i.d the four pints equal? _____ _ 
.:::·. rty ~u:1.rl n. dozen marbles . lie cnve si:t of t1lem to £lis brother. 
!~o 1 ::auy r~-rolcs did he h~JC left? _______ _ 
:'on has ~ bo::trd one yard lonn. Hou c.:my pieces, each one foot 
long
1 
c~n he c~t fram it? ______ . _________ _ 
iic 1.cn r:cdc a c~!•c. She cut it into fourths. Rot-7 O.:..."t!ly equal pie-
CC:'J <.::".d SbC hil.'I;'C? _______ _ 
Cn::o!. houeht a pint: of cilk . Hou lil.lny half - t>int bott:le:> could ohc 
~H?.? 
--------
23 
-:- 60 
132 
~ 
117 
-77 
7 
92 
U.Q. 
85 
HA'i·:: 
86 
-----
CliECK '£EST :?OR PAGES lSS·!L~S 
_::.._":1.-y Cut a cnndy ba- into focr Cql:el pieces . t:.r'n:lt p~rt of the candy bar ~ms 
cuch piece? 
.Judy'o ~ther had a do:::en · cags. She used t~ of th~o. flou wauy orms t;ere used? 
John bouzht 1 pound oi: c.mdy. tie had it put in bo:m!S thnt held one· hnlf poto-nds 
ccch. Hou Clny i:o::res did he n~cd? 
Uclen bought n quart of icc crea:. This ,.;as the a~ ~s hou r:any pints? 
Billy bought n top for $.10. He g4vc the clerk n qu~rter. B~ ouch change 
cl:l..d he cct back1 
Jnnc cut ~:o sandt-1icheo into lullves. llo~1 mnny p~.cccs did sl1c h01vc in ro.ll? 
A pomtd of butter is cut iuto <l'Ulrtcr -pound pieces. I!ou nw.uy pieces are titcrc? 
Su~c..'l bcs c half-dollar nnd a qtulrtcr. This is the 3r<nle as ho~: m:my quarte1:s? 
!?!!:!> Ttffi SUlr!S: 
71 tiO 12 Sl> 61 50 60 23 30 22 
13 l;O 6 21 41 10 9 12 30 21 
2L ~ _2L 3(• 
-
5 
-
~ 1:.0 ..11... ~ .J1L 
14ame ----- ------ __ _ _ .,.,.,..__.._.... ......._ _ __......... ~.....__ _ ______..,. ____ _ 
Add, and 
01 
2i 
92 
21 
12 
32 
~ 
l.Jl"i te 
L~3 
1!! 
Bl 
.§1 
62 
24 
ll 
the 
Ch0ck ~ Dll,: Pages_ li.J.6-1~ 
sums 
92 
12 
45 ;u 
92 
6 
61 
-
fo~ these examples. 
64 
.2l 
91 
22 
51 
92 
_2 
81 
9'l 
-
83 
1!!. 
5 
91 
.l! 
61~ 
22 
31 
.22 
62 
3 
.Th 
Think and answe~: 
Fred went to Tom's bouse at 2 o'clock. He 
was to go home in 3 hours. ;~t ttme was 
he to go home? 
Helen rides to Grandmother's house on a bus. 
It takes 45 minutes to make the tr1p~ If she 
leaves at 2 otclook, what time will it be 
when she Fets to Grandmother's house? 
How long does it take the minute hand to p.o 
87 
from one number to the next on the olock? ----------------
\·lhich number in 416 is in the one's place., 
Pu·i; in the missing numbGrs. 
40 
+~ 
90 
62 
+2? 
82 
92 
-1? 
bo 
155 
-8? ~ 
108 
-6? 
L;g 
---------
HLUI .J 
...... ........._ .. ___ ~·-.-.--
--
Check Test fo1 .. Paa,es. 12_'(-l.Z.l. 
--· -.-. .. 
P.dd do~i':'~~ und rJ7.·ite the oums. Cheek by adding dot-J-n O[<C~in. 
2 3 2 .i lt 1 1 2 l 7 
5 R 7 cl !:l a (, 0 5 6 
·' / 6 h ~ 5 6 5 9 4 9 2 ~ 
7 
_]_ ~ _lt _$_ .J± ..1. _l ·~o _l 
--
-:.2. 
13 + , 0 ::; 
-
10 + 9=_ 13 ~ + :::: ..-
16 + J. = 14+5=_ 18 ·I- 9 = 
s~..tbtra.c t ~ f:\nd write the remainders: 
111 124 148 157 109 13./ 119 
fo _zg 90 ...§!!: ~ ...9.1 --22 
- -
~hink and answer: 
John bought soma cookiea for 12~. He gave the 
clo~k a quarter. How much change snould he 
receive? 
Jim bought a box of candy for 65~ and some paper 
for a dime. He ge.ve the salesman a dollar. Ho\or 
much change did he receive? 
Billy spent 71¢ and Fave the storekeeper three 
quarters- How much money did Billy get back? 
Hm~ many dimes are there in a dollar? ------------
How many nicklas are there in a dollar? 
How many cents are there in a half-dollar? --------
88 
146 
_21 
APPENDIX C 
Anecdotal Records of Mutual Aid Given 
and Asked For During the Study 
Record of Mutual Aid Sought and Offered in Team Arithmetic 
December, January, February, 1960-1961 
1.~. 
Told each other about coins, pointing them out in play money. 
Helped L. B. with carrying in addition, explaining why "one ten" 
is carried to the ten's place. 
Explained to L. B. about money, how many cents in each coin. 
Told L. B. how to do problem, whether to add or subtract. 
2. b..:J.. 
Helped J. B. understand about halves. 
Asked J. B. what the job sheet meant when it said that. 
Asked J. B. how to do subtracting when there weren't enough ones 
to subtract from (borrowing). 
Got help in doing problem, didn't know what to do. 
Mixed up about the difference between borrowing and carrying. 
3. D. B. 
Explained to T. L. how to subtract when there aren't enough ones. 
Still helping him with subtracting when not enough ones. 
T. L. helped him when he was dolng a review page the wrong way. 
T. L. showed him about money, using play money. 
Went over to M. M. to ask if he were doing it the right way. 
4 • .I..:...,b. 
D. B. and he explained the job sheet to each other. 
Compared answers on problems with D. B. as way of being sure they're 
doing them right, talked them over when they weren't alike. 
5 • .§.:._Q. 
Told D. c. to work instead of fooling. 
Helped D. C. on problems, deciding whether to add or subtract. 
Told D. C. again about how to do addition, he seemed to keep 
forgetting. 
6. D. C. 
S. C. helped him with borrowing. 
Asked S. C. about carrying in addition. 
Asked S. C. whether he should add or subtract in a problem. 
Asked about what a problem meant. 
Asked about changing pints to cups. 
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7. ~· (changed partners) 
Tried to get S. C. to hurry her work. 
Tried to get S. C. to stop talking to D. D. 
Explained job sheet to S. C. 
D~ S. explained coins to him. 
D. S. reminded him about how to carry in addition. 
Explained to D. S. what the book meant on the page about Indian 
messages. 
8.~. 
Asked D. W. about measuring lengths. 
Forgot how to add with carrying and D. W. showed him how. 
Showed D. W. what the job sheet means. 
Asked D. W. what the textbook's instructions mean. 
9. Q.Wi. 
Asked what the job sheet meant. 
Asked for help with the calendar. 
Asked what the job sheet meant. 
Asked S. C. if she were borrowing correctly. 
10. :LJ.. 
Helped J. C. with page about calendars. 
Helped J. c. with recognizing words in the reading. 
J. c. helped her with deciding whether to add or subtract in 
problems. 
J. C. showed her about borrowing. 
Told J. C. what the job sheet meant. 
Told J. C. what the job sheet meant. 
11. Q..:..._Q. 
Asked V. M. to compare computations answers with her so she could 
be sure she was doing it right. 
Helped V. M. with money, how many cents in each coin. 
Helped K. F. with deciding whether to add or subtract in a problem. 
Asked V, M. how to do the "new" subtraction. 
12. L_H. 
Asked D. D. how much to write down as answer for problem. 
Asked D. D. what the book meant in one of the problems. 
13. A. D. 
Talked over whether to add or subtract with P. R. 
Explained to P. R. that dimes and ten pennies are the same. 
Helped P. R. with carrying. 
Asked P. R. how to write down the answer to the problem. 
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14. P. R. 
Did some reading for A. D., helping with difficult words. 
Told A. D. his way of doing the problem was right when he wasn't 
sure. 
A. D. and she helped each other with money, using play money. 
15. K. F. 
Told T. K. what he had left out in doing his problem. 
Asked M. M. about subtracting when there weren't enough ones. 
Again, asked M. M. to explain borrowing. 
Askad M. M. what the book meant in one of the problems. 
Asked D. D. to explain what the book meant in one of the problems. 
Tried to explain new carrying to D. D~ 
16. ~· 
Asked K. F. to check answers with him to see if doing the new 
computation correctly. 
Showed K. F. how to do subtraction when not enough tens. 
17. ~· 
Helped M. L. with reading a clock. 
Explained the job sheet to M. L. 
Explained money to M. L. 
Showed M. L. how to cross out the number when borrowing. 
Compared computation answers with M. L. to make sure she was on 
the right track. 
Helped M. L. on a review page with something he forgot. 
Helped M. L. with addition when adding a one-place number and a 
two~place number. 
Helped M. L. figure out a problem. 
M. L. and she helped each other with problems. 
18. M. L~ 
M. G. helped him with telling time. 
M. G. helped him explain what the book wanted him to do. 
M. G. helped him decide whether to add or subtract in a problem. 
M. G. explained how to write the answer to the problem. 
M. G. explained how to get the answer to a problem. 
Helped M. G. understand a problem. 
19. ~· 
Asked D. C. to help him remember how to subtract with borrowing. 
Told D. C. that the next thing on the job sheet was his test. 
20. ~· 
Helped R. H. understand how to subtract when not enough ones. 
Told R. H. he should get down to business. 
Told D. C. that he had to take his test before getting a new job 
sheet. 
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21. Q..:._l. 
Checked her own computation answers with T. K.'s answers to make 
sure she was on the right track. 
22 • .:L_!. 
Asked G. J. why she was subtracting instead of adding. 
23 • .R.:....,b. 
Told H. T. what he's supposed to do on the job sheet. 
Told H. T. what he's supposed to do in the textbook and he did 
what 1 told him to do. 
H. T. explained money to me. 
H. T. explained what the problem was all about. 
H. T. and I helped each other remember what you do about borrowing. 
Asked H. T. about coins and dollars. 
24. H. T •. 
Asked T. K. about what the job sheet meant. 
25. l!.:....1,. 
Explained clocks to N. T. 
Explained to N. T. about the prices of toys. 
Often got help from N. T. on the reading in textbook and workbook. 
Explained to N. T. what they were supposed to do, according to 
the job sheet. 
N. T. helped her with words she couldn't read. 
Asked N. T. if you were supposed to add or subtract in the problem. 
26. !!:.!· 
Asked w. L. what the job sheet wanted them to do, 
w. L. and she helped each other with clocks. 
27. B...._.2. 
Asked F. S. how to go about doing problem, which to use--addition 
or subtraction. 
Asked F. S. how to do carrying in addition. 
She and F. S. told each other whan they were wrong in talking 
about money. 
Told F. S. how to subtract when there were not enough ones. 
Told F. S. when to carry or not to carry in addition. 
Helped F. S. with carrying. 
Asked F. S. for help with calendar. 
28. l.:...§.. 
Helped H. s. figure out the right way to do problems. 
H. S. reminded him about the right way to do subtraction when not 
enough ones. 
Helped H. S. with problems. 
H. S. helped him when he got carrying mixed up with borrowing. 
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29. ~· 
Helped D. W. with word meanings. 
30. L. A. 
Helped K. G. understand the job-sheet directions. 
Told her that she was on the right track. 
Reminded her what to do with the number she carried. 
Couldn't remember if a quart or a pint was bigger. 
31. K. G. 
Helped with measurement of liquids. 
Made her stop daydreaming. 
Needed help with carrying in addition. 
32. C.A. 
Got help with place-value. 
Helped with pounds and ounces. 
Helped with carrying in addition. She kept forgetting to carry. 
33. £.,_N. 
Told her each place had a name--one's, ten's, hundred's. 
Helped her tell time. 
Helped her subtract when a zero was in the top number. 
34 • .!!.:_1:!. 
Helped P. B. with the ruler. Inch= 1/2. Takes 3 rulers to make 
a yardstick. 
Needed help with fractions. 
Helped him with borrowing in subtraction. 
35. ~· 
Got help with measurement. Get mixed up about feet and yards. 
Helped me with fractions. 
Helped with time. 
Helped with subtracting with zeros. 
36. ~· 
Helped each other understand the book. 
Helped each other figure out the job-sheet directions. 
Helped D. T. with telling time. 
37. ,Q.:_I. 
Made him more careful of addition and subtraction facts. 
He's careless about old material. Only interested in going ahead. 
38. M. C. 
Went overS. w.'s number facts. Showed him easier ways to remember 
Helped him with borrowing when zeros were used. 
Helped him with carrying in addition. 
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39. s. w. 
40. 
Helped with fractions. The smaller the bottom number, the more 
the fraction is worth. 
Helped with counting change. 
Helped him understand that he was right. 
D. D. 
Asked for help in carrying. 
Asked for help in telling time. 
Asked for help in counting money. 
Asked for help in borrowing. 
Couldn 1 t do fractions at all. 
41. B. W. 
Asked for help in telling time. 
Asked for a little help while learning money values. 
Needed help with feet and inches. 
Helped with fractions. 
42. JL....Q. 
Helped make sure of number facts. 
Helped with setting up written problems. 
Told K. G. that she was right. 
Helped understand the job sheet. 
43. L._Q. 
Told D. to go ahead. It had to be the right way. 
Helped with the book 1 s directions. 
Figured out how to do the problems. 
Helped set up written problems. 
Helped with measurement. 
44.~. 
Figured out how to solve problems. 
Helped with the book 1 s directions. 
Helped with fractions. 
Helped B. W. with money values. 
45. C. L. 
Had trouble with subtracting when zeros were in the top,number but 
M. F. helped me. 
Got help with borrowing. 
Forgot to carry in addition. 
46. D. G. 
~ the book 1 s directions clearer. 
Helped with the job-sheet directions. 
47. C. R. 
Got help with telling time. Got mixed up which hand was the hour 
hand, which hand was the minute hand. 
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48. M:._:!. 
Told what the book meant. 
Told what the job sheet wanted. 
Figured out which way to do this problem. 
49 • .R..:.....§_. 
Got help with the clock. 
Got help with feet and yards. 
Understand place value now. 
Forgot to carry in addition but M. J. reminded me. 
50. G. K. 
Helped with setting up problems. Told what process to use. 
Told different ways of telling time. 
Helped with carrying. 
Helped with subtracting with zeros. 
51. .:!..:_I. 
Helped with a ruler and a yardstick. 
Helped with fractions. 
Told what the book wanted. 
Told what the job sheet expected. 
52. A. K. 
Helped with fractions. 
Helped with zeros in subtraction. 
Helped with borrowing. 
53. B. M. 
Got help with fractions. 
Helped with reading numbers. 
Decided which way to do the problem. 
54. S. K. 
Helped decide what the book wanted us to do. 
Helped B. W. with number values. 
Helped with zeros in subtraction. 
55. JL.._R. 
Got help with subtracting with zeros when it was in the top number. 
Figured out what the book wanted. 
Helped with fractions. 
56. R. 0. 
Helped M. o. with fractions. 
Helped J. P. with fractions. 
Helped M. o. with zeros in subtraction 
57 • .H:,_Q_. 
Helped J. P. with fractions. 
Got help with zeros. 
problems. 
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58. ~· 
Helped M. 0. with zeros when they were in the top number of a 
subtraction problem. 
Helped understand what the book meant. 
~ . . 
TO THE PUPIL 
The tests in this booklet are to help you and 
your teacher find out how well you are doing 
your school work. In each test some of the ques-
tions are very easy and some are hard. Very 
few pupils can answer all the questions cor-
rectly. Listen carefully to the instructions and 
do the best you can. 
My name 
ELEMENTARY 
ARITHMETIC 
TEST 
TEST 1 
DIRECTIONS I 
SAMPLE Add 1 
5 
+4 
9 
4 Add 5 
24 
+ 5 
8 Subtract 9 
1 2 
- 3 
12 Add 13 
$2.7 5 
+ 3.0 2 
$ 
16 Subtract 17 
524 
-103 
20 Add 21 
36 
42 
+23 
Work each example carefully and write your answer in the proper~· .,. 
place. Reduce all fractions to lowest terms. The sample below._, 
is marked correctly. 
Add 2 Add 3 Add 
3 
7 9 2 
+7 +6 +4 
--
Add 6 Add 7 Add 
1 3 
43 1 2 42 
+33 +87 +2 1 
Subtract 10 Subtract 11 Subtract 
I 
I 
1 6 I 86 58 
I - 7 -43 -50 
I 
I v I 
Add 14 Add 15 Add 
38 56 2 7 5 
+ 3 +37 + 1 1 6 
. 
; 
Subtract : '8 Subtract 19 Subtract 
$ 5.4 9 42 524 
- 4.0 1 
-37 -376 
$ 
Add 22 Add 23 Add 
4 1 2 57 530+897+59= 
354 2 3 8 
'-1 +265 +679 
2 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
24 
28 
32 
36 
40 
44 
,.., 
Multiply 
3 
x4 
Add 
4280 
7 9 3 1 
1 5 6 6 
+2436 
Divide 
3)9 
Multiply 
57 
X 5 
Divide 
49+7= __ 
Multiply 
654 
x40 
25 
29 
33 
37 
41 
45 
Multiply 
4x21= __ 
Subtract 
860 
-347 
Divide 
5)4 0 
Multiply 
$6.1 9 
x4 
$ 
Divide 
2)6 0 4 
Multiply 
530 
X 6 8 
3 
26 
30 
34 
38 
42 
46 
Multiply 
6 
X8 
Subtract 
$ 8.0 1 
6.6 7 
$ 
Divide 
Multiply 
908 
x7 
Divide 
4)6 2 
Add 
2 1 3 
+ i 
27 
31 
35 
39 
43 
47 
Multiply 
50 
X 7 
Subtract 
6579-2868= 
Divide 
8)48 
Multiply 
7 5 
x53 
Divide 
6)3 6 6 
Subtract 
8 
1 
-2 
ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION SCORE ___ ~ DO_NOT TURN 
PAGE 
TEST2 
DIRECTIONS 
Problem Solving I Work each of these problems as quickly as you can. Write the V answer to each problem on the line beneath the problem. Do all the figuring you need to do right under each problem. Study the sample below. It is worked correctly. 
SAMPLE 
Paul bought an apple for 5 cents and 
some candy for 3 cents. How many cents 
did he spend? 
5 <6 +~ --------
8 
1 We had 9 plants in our classroom. We 
gave 2 plant~ to the first grade. How 
many plants did we have left? 
2 Our class ordered 19 tulip bulbs and 8 
crocus bulbs. How many bulbs did we 
order? 
3 Farmer Brown had 15 pigs. He sold 
7 pigs. How many pigs did he have left? 
4 There are 56 boys and 44 girls in our 
school. How many children are in our 
school? 
s We have 32 children in our class. During 
game time 12 children played ring toss. 
How many played other games? 
4 
6 Tom had 309 stamps in his collection. 
His uncle gave him 175 more. How many 
stamps are in his collection now? 
7 Betty said, H Bruce is 3 feet tall. I know, 
because he is 2 feet shorter than I am." 
How tall is Betty? 
feet 
a Aunt Helen is making table cloths. Each 
table cloth takes 3 yards of cloth. How 
many table cloths can she make with 
12 yards of cloth? 
9 How many cents would 4 soap ... bubble 
pipes cost at 8 cents each? 
10 There are 28 pupils in our class, 15 boys 
and 13 girls. Today 2 boys were absent. 
How many pupils were present? 
11 Sue has 6 packages of colored cards. 
There are 25 cards in each package. 
How many cards has she? 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
v 
12 Today 27 girls are going to make scrap-
books. Each girl will need 5 sheets of 
paper. How many sheets of paper will be 
needed for all the girls? 
13 Grade 6 sold 207 tickets for a puppet 
show. Grade 5 sold 135 tickets, and 
Grade 4 sold 298 tickets. What was the 
total number of tickets sold? 
14 How much will 4 cans of peaches cost 
at 35 cents a can? 
$ 
1s Ruth had 3 turns in our game. She 
made 10 points on the first turn, 18 points 
on the second turn, and 24 points on the 
third. How many points did she make 
in all? 
16 Tom weighs 130 pounds. Harry weighs 97 
pounds. Tom weighs how many pounds 
more than Harry? 
17 Roger is making boats. The boats are 
8 inches long. How many boats can he 
make from a piece of wood 32 inches long? 
5 
1a If I buy a ball-point pen for $1.95, how 
much change will I get from a five-dollar 
bill? 
$ 
19 Bill is making a bookcase. It is to be 
4 feet high. How many inches high should 
he make it? 
20 At $1.00 an hour, how much will John 
earn working from 10:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.? 
$ 
21 Betsy had 24 marbles. She gave me ! of 
her marbles. How many marbles did 
Betsy give me? 
22 In our school, 505 children are going to see 
a puppet show. There will be five per-
formances. If the same number of chil-
dren go to each performance how many 
children will see the show at one time? 
23 If you put 49 pennies in 7 equal piles, 
how many pennies will you have in each 
pile? 
I DO NOT TURN PAGE 
TEST 2 • 
DIRECTIONS 
Concepts I Each of the problems below can be answered by one of the four choices given. Read each problem and think out the answer withouV doing any figuring on paper. Make a cross in the box in front of the answer you have chosen, like this~. 
24 The number 824 is -
0 eight hundred twenty-four 
0 eight hundred forty-four 
0 eight hundred four 
0 eight hundred fourteen 
25 Which of these numbers is two thousand four 
hundred sixty-five? 
0465 
02065 
02465 
06245 
26 Dividend is a term used in -
0 addition 
0 subtraction 
0 multiplication 
0 division 
27 Which number is closest to 600? 
0602 
0603 
0595 
0599 
2a The Roman numeral for 17 is -
oxrr 
ovrr 
oxvrr 
oxvr 
29 Just one week from December 6 is -
0 Dec. 7 
0 Dec. 13 
0 Dec. 16 
0 Dec. 27 
6 
3o How many quarts are there in ! gallon? 
01 
02 
04 
06 
31 If fishing poles cost $7.98 each, which of the 
following is the nearest to the cost of 3 poles? 
0$24.00 
0$25.00 
0 $26.oo 
0 $27.oo 
32 Which number in 8512 is in the tens position? 
01 
02 
05 v 
08 
33 The difference between 150 miles and 360 
miles is about -
0 50 miles 
0100 miles 
0 200 miles 
0 300 miles 
34 How many seconds less than a minute are 
40 seconds? 
010 
020 
030 
060 
35 Which of these fractions has the smallest 
value? 
Dl 
0! 
0! V 
0! 
ARITH. PROBLEM SOLVING 
AND CONCEPTS SCORE-----
Last Name First Name Initial 
GIRL D GRADE __________ TEACHER ______________________________________________ __ 
--------------------------------------DATE OF TESTING-------------------------------
Year Month Day 
CITY OR TOWN ________________________ DATE OF BIRTH _______________________________ _ 
Year Month Day 
--------------------~---AGE _________________ ___ 
Years Months 
TO THE PUPIL 
The tests in this booklet are to help you and 
your teacher find out how well you are doing 
your school work. In each test some of the ques-
tions are very easy and some are hard. Very 
few pupils can answer all the questions cor-
rectly. Listen carefully to the instructions and 
do the best you can. 
ELEMENTARY 
ARITHMETIC 
TEST 
TEST 1 
DIRECTIONS I 
SAMPLE Add 1 
5 
+4 
9 
4 Add 5 
3 5 
+ 2 
8 Subtract 9 
1 4 
- 9 
12 Add 13 
$3.4 6 
+ 2.2 1 
$ 
16 Subtract 17 
4 3 7 
-204 
20 Add 21 
3 6 
4 3 
+23 
Work each example carefully and write your answer in the proper 
place. Reduce all fractions to lowest terms. The sample below €"""-
is marked correctly. W 
Add 2 Add 3 Add 
2 
7 4 7 
+6 +8 +6 
Add 6 Add 7 Add 
5 5 
2 0 4 0 1 5 
+56 +60 + 1 5 
Subtract 10 Subtract 11 Subtract 
1 5 7 9 6 7 
- 7 -42 -30 
Add 14 Add 15 Add 
3 8 3 8 6 2 9 
+ 6 +23 +237 
Subtract 1 8 Subtract 19 Subtract 
$8.7 5 6 3 9 7 8 
- 4.0 2 -29 -380 
$ 
Add 22 Add 23 Add 
5 1 3 4 8 972+52+509= 
2 4 6 3 6 4 
+262 +659 
2 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
24 
fit 
28 
32 
~ 
36 
40 
44 
Multiply 
4 
x5 
Add 
8469 
7 6 54 
6 8 0 7 
+4569 
Divide 
3) 1 5 
Multiply 
6 7 
x5 
Divide 
42+7=--
Multiply 
2 2 
x40 
25 
29 
33 
37 
41 
45 
Multiply 
3x23= 
Subtract 
9 0 9 
-645 
Divide 
4) 1 6 
Multiply 
$7.1 8 
x4 
$ 
Divide 
3)9 0 3 
Multiply 
6 0 4 
x39 
3 
26 
30 
34 
38 
42 
46 
Multiply 
8 
x9 
Subtract 
$9.0 0 
- 6.3 6 
$ 
Divide 
2)8 4 
Multiply 
8 0 5 
Divide 
7)9 3 
Add 
1 1 3 
+ i 
x6 
27 
31 
35 
39 
43 
47 
Multiply 
7 0 
x7 
Subtract 
8397-2108= 
Divide 
8)3 2 
Multiply 
8 4 
x57 
Divide 
9)6 3 9 
Subtract 
3 2 3 
- 1 i 
ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION SCORE----I 
DO NOT 
TURN 
PAGE 
TEST2 
DIRECTIONS 
Problem Solving I Work each of these problems as quickly as you can. Write the answer to each problem on the line beneath the problem. Do all the figuring you need to do right under each problem. Study the sample below. It is worked correctly. 
SAMPLE 
Paul bought an apple for 5 cents and 
some candy for 3 cents. How many cents 
did he spend? 
+~ --=-8 __ 
8 
1 Aunt Helen made 7 aprons. She gave 
away 5 aprons. How many aprons did 
she have left? 
2 Mother made 16 pieces of fudge. The 
children ate 7 pieces. How many pieces 
were left? 
3 Yesterday 27 third-grade children and 
38 fourth-grade children visited the air-
port. How many children visited the 
airport? 
4 There were 56 children on the play-
ground. There were 21 boys in the group. 
How many girls were there? 
s The girls and boys in our class sold tickets 
to our play. Jack sold 24, Dorothy sold 
14 and Bob sold 13. How many tickets 
did the three children sell? 
4 
6 Father drives 45 miles in one hour. How 
many miles does he drive in 3 hours? 
7 Ray caught a fish one foot long. Frank 
caught one 7 inches long. How many 
inches longer is Ray's fish than Frank's? 
8 If 8 boys share equally 56 shells, how 
many shells does each boy get? 
9 John distributed 17 containers of orange 
juice to one class and 8 containers to 
another class. How many containers 
did he distribute to the 2 classes? 
1 o On the day the circus opened in our 
town, 407 children's tickets and 278 
adults' tickets were sold. How many 
tickets were sold that day? 
1 1 Richard had 65 newspapers to distribute. 
He has delivered only 17. How many 
more papers must he deliver? 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
0 
1 2 Ted bought 8 candy bars at 6 cents 
each. How many cents did he spend? 
1 3 Charles has saved $4.65. How much 
more does he need to buy a baseball bat 
costing $6.98? 
$ 
14 We drive 27 miles each time we make a 
trip to the lake. Last week we went to 
the lake 4 times. How many miles did 
we travel? 
1 s Mother needed 9 feet of paper to cover 
the picnic tables. How many yards of 
paper did she need? 
1 6 My sister had 12 lollipops. She gave me 
! of them. How many lollipops did I 
get? 
17 We are making candy for our Girl Scout 
sale. Each batch of candy takes 2 pounds 
of sugar. How many batches of candy 
can we make with 8 pounds of sugar? 
5 
TEST 2 
1 a Sue, Bob and Joe found 660 penmes 
when they opened their bank. If they 
divided the pennies equally, how many 
did each receive? 
19 Joan read three story books. One had 
208 pages, another 292 pages and the 
other 288 pages. How many pages did 
Joan read in the three books? 
20 If it takes Tom an hour and a half to 
wash and polish a car, how many cars 
could he wash and polish from 3:00 to 
6: 00 in the afternoon? 
21 John had 50 cents to spend at the church 
fair. He spent 15 cents for candy, 5 cents 
for punch and 10 cents for popcorn. 
How many cents did he have left? 
22 Ken's chickens laid 9 eggs a day for a 
week. How many eggs did they lay 
during this week? 
23 Harvey has 64 cents. How many pencils 
at 8 cents each can he buy? 
I DO NOT TURN PAGE 
TEST2 
DIRECTIONS 
Concepts I Each of the problems below can be answered by one of the four (J choices given. Read each problem and think out the answer without doing any figuring on paper. Make a cross in the box in front of the answer you have chosen, like this~. 
24 Which of these numbers is three thousand .four 
hundred eighty-five? 
D 485 
D 3485 
D 4085 
D 4358 
25 The number 935 is -
D nine hundred five 
D nine hundred thirty 
D nine hundred thirty-five 
D nine hundred fifty-five 
26 Which number is closest to 700? 
D 695 
D 703 
D 702 
D 699 
27 Just one week from September 7 is-
D Sept. 8 
D Sept. 11 
D Sept. 14 
D Sept. 21 
2s Eighteen eggs are how many more than a 
dozen? 
06 
08 
D 10 
On 
29 Sum is a term used in -
D addition 
D subtraction 
D multiplication 
D division 
6 
3o The Roman numeral for 15 is -
D VI 
D XIV 
D XV 
D XVI 
31 How many minutes less than an hour are 
45 minutes? 
D 10 
D 15 
D 20 
D 25 
32 The difference between 180 miles and 490 
miles is about -
D 100 miles 
D 200 miles 
D 300 miles 
D 400 miles 
33 Which of these fractions has the largest 
value? 
D! 
Dt 
D! 
Dt 
34 Which number in 9780 is in the units position? 
09 
08 
07 
Do 
35 If one book costs $4.8~, which of the follow-
ing is nearest to the cost of 5 books? 
D $25.oo 
u 
D $2o.oo 
D $16.oo 
D $15.oo 
v 
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